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a b s t r a c t

The Domain Name System (DNS) plays a crucial role in connecting services and users on the Internet.
Since its first specification, DNS has been extended in numerous documents to keep it fit for today’s
challenges and demands. And these challenges are many. Revelations of snooping on DNS traffic led
to changes to guarantee confidentiality of DNS queries. Attacks to forge DNS traffic led to changes to
shore up the integrity of the DNS. Finally, denial-of-service attack on DNS operations have led to new
DNS operations architectures. All of these developments make DNS a highly interesting, but also highly
challenging research topic. This tutorial – aimed at graduate students and early-career researchers –
provides a overview of the modern DNS, its ongoing development and its open challenges. This tutorial
has four major contributions. We first provide a comprehensive overview of the DNS protocol. Then,
we explain how DNS is deployed in practice. This lays the foundation for the third contribution: a
review of the biggest challenges the modern DNS faces today and how they can be addressed. These
challenges are (i) protecting the confidentiality and (ii) guaranteeing the integrity of the information
provided in the DNS, (iii) ensuring the availability of the DNS infrastructure, and (iv) detecting and
preventing attacks that make use of the DNS. Last, we discuss which challenges remain open, pointing
the reader towards new research areas.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The DNS is the naming system of the Internet. In its most basic
form, it translates human readable domains names into Internet
Protocol (IP) addresses. For example, the domain example.com
s translated to 93.184.216.34. Typically, every time a client
ants to connect to a server via a domain name, this name needs
o be translated to an IP address. If the DNS query fails, the server,
espite being online, becomes unreachable to the client.
The specifications that today’s DNS is based on date back to

987. Back then, the designers could not have foreseen the scale
t which the DNS would be deployed.1 Regardless of the original
esigners’ intentions, the DNS can be considered a major success.
oday, the DNS is as important as ever with billions of physi-
al devices connected to the Internet, relying on a functioning
NS [3]. In the late eighties the Internet was still a safe place
here users trusted each other, intentional attacks on Internet

1 Interviews on the origin and adoption of the DNS with Paul Mockapetris [1]
nd Paul Vixie [2] aptly illustrate this.
 s

2

infrastructure did not occur and privacy was not a concern either.
This has changed considerably over the past 30 years and has put
increasing pressure on the DNS. DNS queries became of interest
for Internet Service Provider (ISP) that use them to learn more
about their customers [4] (① in Fig. 1), attacks are launched
to tamper with the information in the DNS to direct users to
malicious content [5] ②, and the infrastructure that runs the DNS
is constantly undergoing denial-of-service attacks, threatening its
availability [6] ③. At the same time the success of the DNS makes
it attractive for offenders by unwillingly helping them to enable,
manage, and fuel attacks, e.g. in order to direct end-users to
malicious websites ④.

We summarize these pressures on the DNS in four main chal-
lenges: (i) confidentiality of DNS queries, (ii) integrity of informa-
ion stored and sent in the DNS, (iii) availability of the underlying
NS infrastructure, and (iv) abuse of the DNS in attacks and
istribution of harmful content on the Internet. Over time, mul-
iple extensions and tools have been developed to address these
hallenges, contributing to the ongoing success of the DNS. De-
pite this effort, not all challenges were addressed and some in
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Acronyms

API Application Programming Interface
ARPANET Advanced Research Projects Agency

Network
AS Autonomous System
BGP Border Gateway Protocol
C&C Command and Control
CDN Content Delivery Network
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service
DGA Domain Generation Algorithm
DKIM DomainKeys Identified Mail
DNS Domain Name System
DNSSEC DNS Security Extensions
DoH DNS-over-HTTPS
DoS Denial of Service
DoT DNS-over-TLS
DTLS DNS over Datagram Transport Layer

Security
ECS EDNS Client Subnet
EDNS0 Extension Mechanisms for DNS
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation
IANA Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
ICANN Internet Corporation for Assigned

Names and Numbers
IDN Internationalized Domain Name
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IP Internet Protocol
ISD Isolation Domain
ISP Internet Service Provider
KSK Key Signing Key
MTU Maximum Transmission Unit
NDN Named Data Networking
RFC Request for Comments
RRL Response Rate Limiting
SPF Sender Policy Framework
SSAC Security and Stability Advisory Commit-

tee
TLD Top Level Domain
TLS Transport Layer Security
TRR Trusted Recursive Resolver
TTL Time To Live
UDRP Uniform Domain-Name Dispute Resolu-

tion Policy
ZSK Zone Signing Key

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) have even raised the
question if it may be time for a major rethinking of the DNS [7].

The goal of this tutorial is to provide the reader with compre-
ensive knowledge on challenges and their solutions in themodern
NS. As we will discuss in the next section, the total corpus of
pecifications on the DNS now exceeds 3500 pages. This makes it
xceedingly hard for researchers and practitioners to understand
he intricacies of today’s DNS with all its challenges. Therefore, in
his paper we will:

(i) Provide a thorough explanation of the DNS protocol, go-
ing beyond basic tutorials, which lays the foundation for
understanding the challenges and solutions.

(ii) Give an overview of how DNS is deployed and explain what
changed over time.
3

Fig. 1. Challenges in the DNS.

(iii) Cover all major challenges for the DNS, their current solu-
tions, and illustrate challenges and research directions.

(iv) Discuss open challenges that still need to be addressed,
looking at non-DNS naming systems for inspiration.

bjective and approach. The target audience of this article are
raduate students and early-career researchers with an interest in
he DNS. Following the explanation of the basics of the DNS, we
iscuss existing and new real world challenges of modern DNS,

targeting readers familiar with the aforementioned basics. We
hope our paper equips researchers with the knowledge necessary
to discover new fields of research and develop or improve solu-
tions to presented challenges in this paper. As a starting point,
we touch on some open challenges in this article.

The information in this article stems from multiple sources.
Functions and architecture of the DNS are defined in numerous
Request for Comments (RFC) standards of the IETF and we refer
to the most relevant ones throughout the article. Research on
the security aspects of the DNS dates back to the 1990s [8]. We
combine the most relevant information from academic papers,
research, feedback from operators of large DNS services, and
the author’s own experiences [9–12] and expertise of the DNS,
supported by our own DNS measurements to provide a current
guidebook on security and resilience of the DNS.

Comparison with other DNS surveys and tutorials. There exist
nearly 200 standardization documents (RFCs) [13], numerous
books (e.g. [14–16]), and countless tutorials online describing and
explaining the DNS.

Kim et al. [17] provide a more high level survey on DNS secu-
rity, discussing threats and mitigation strategies. Also, Khormali
et al. [18] carry out a survey which focuses mostly on the aspects
of DNS security, touches on the issue of integrity, confidentiality
and DNS measurements, and provide additional insights into ma-
chine learning algorithms used for DNS analysis. In comparison,
in this article we give readers, new to the DNS, more hands-
on knowledge to carry out their own research. Chandraramouli
et al. [19] discuss the challenge of integrity in the DNS, but their
article is more than 14 years old. As this article, the survey paper
by Zou et al. [20] discusses some alternative naming systems as
well, but not other security challenges. Other survey papers on
DNS security exist, but leave out many details about underlying

issues and solutions [21,22]. Also, surveys have been published
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Table 1
Document structure.
Part 1: Background

Section 2 Core Concepts Section 3 DNS Evolution Section 4 Measuring the DNS

The Origins of the DNS Resolvers Passive measurements
Message format, components and actors Authoritative name servers Active measurements

Modern DNS Comparison

Part 2: Challenges Part 3: Alternatives

Section 5 Confidentiality Section 6 Integrity Section 7 Availability Section 8 Abuse Section 9 Alternatives

On-the-wire History of DNSSEC Capacity Attack facilitating RAINS (SCION)
Data in DNS Servers Larger messages Multiple servers Communication Named Data Networking
In practice DNSSEC Signing Anycast Attack excerbating Block-Chain based
Encryption and DNSSEC DNSSEC Validation Monitoring Open Challenges

Deployment Caching
Zone files Hardening
Fig. 2. Domain name concepts.

hat focus on some aspects of our article, e.g. botnets [23], ma-
icious domain names [24], the detection abuse in the DNS [25],
r phishing [26]. To the best of our knowledge, no article exists
hich integrally describes the essential aspects and the modern
hallenges of the DNS and how to address them.

eading guide. This tutorial is divided into three main parts, each
ivided into multiple sections. Table 1 provides an overview of
ll the parts and sections. Part 1 covers the background of the
NS and equips the reader with the necessary knowledge to
nderstand the challenges and solutions and to do independent
esearch. It includes a discussion of the origins of the DNS and
ntroduces core concepts and techniques to measure the DNS. In
his part, we also explain how DNS deployments have evolved.
art 2 discusses the four main challenges: confidentiality, in-
egrity and availability of the information in the DNS and the
isuse of the DNS, each in separate sections. Each section ends
ith an overview of the challenges remaining. Finally, in Part 3,
e describe how other naming systems attempt to address these
hallenges and we discuss if their solutions are also applicable to
he DNS.

. Core concepts

This section forms the foundation for the rest of the paper. In
t, we explain the necessary components of the DNS which are
equired to understand its challenges and also the solutions dis-
ussed in the rest of the paper. Furthermore, it provides readers
ith deeper knowledge of the DNS protocol, necessary to discover
ther challenges and solutions that go beyond this article.

.1. The origins of the DNS

Standards for naming hosts on the network are almost as old
s the Internet (or rather its precursor, the Advanced Research
rojects Agency Network (ARPANET)) itself. Initially, every site
onnected to the early network maintained a copy of a file called
OSTS.TXT that provided a mapping from names to network ad-
resses [27,28]. The early pioneers realized that keeping separate
opies of this file synchronized for a growing network was bad
ractice. This issue was finally addressed conceptually in the late
4

1983 by the first set of specifications for the DNS [29,30] and
transition plans to migrate from a centrally managed database
of names to the DNS [31–33]. In 1987 the DNS specifications
were updated, resulting in the basic protocol that is still in use
today [34,35].

2.2. Message format, components, and actors

This section provides a detailed discussion of the core concepts
of the DNS. Throughout this section and the remainder of this
article we will use the DNS terminology as specified by the
IETF DNS operations working group [36]. Furthermore, definitions
of aspects of the DNS protocol originate from the original DNS
specifications [34,35], unless specified otherwise.

2.2.1. The structure of the DNS
Domain name concepts and terms. The central concept in the DNS
is the domain name. A domain name is represented as a structured
ASCII character string. In this representation domain names are
built up from labels separated by dots. Fig. 2 shows examples that
illustrate domain name concepts. The left-hand side of the figure
introduces the following terms relating to domain names:

• Label — Domain names are composed of labels, where each
label is limited to a maximum of 63 characters in length.
Labels may contain the letters A-Z, a-z, the digits 0-9 and
the hyphen (-). Labels are case insensitive, that is: www and
WWW are equivalent. In DNS messages labels are encoded
using a single unsigned byte value that indicates the length
of the label, followed by 8-bit ASCII characters for the label
text.
• Root Label — The root label terminates a domain name and

is represented by an empty label. In a textual hostname, the
presence of the root label is sometimes indicated by a single
dot at the end of the name, but this dot is often omitted.
In DNS messages the root label is represented as a single
byte value set to 0 × 00. This label indicates the top of
the DNS hierarchy (which we discuss below). Parsers of DNS
messages must stop processing a domain name when they
encounter the root label.
• Hostname — This term sometimes refers to the left-most

label of a domain name (in which case it typically refers to
the local name of a system). In other cases, the term refers
to the whole domain name. Because of this ambiguity, we
try to avoid use of this term in this paper.

The right-hand side of the figure shows the following terms:

• Fully Qualified Domain Name — Sometimes abbreviated to
FQDN, this term means the whole domain name, i.e., all
labels that make up the name, including the root label. This
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Fig. 3. Example DNS hierarchy.

term is often used interchangeably with the shorter ‘‘domain
name’’. In this paper, when we use the term ‘‘domain name’’
we generally refer to an FQDN.
• {cc | g}TLD — The acronym TLD is short for Top-Level Do-

main. TLDs are the domain names directly below the root in
the DNS hierarchy (as will be discussed below). The terms
ccTLD and gTLD are also frequently used. In the former, ‘‘cc’’
refers to Country Code, as these TLDs are specific to geo-
graphic countries. In the latter, ‘‘g’’ refers to Generic. Generic
TLDs are, as the term implies, not specific to a country, and
include, for example, .com, .net, .org, etc.
• Public Suffix — As we will explain below, some TLDs divide

the namespace under their control into separate branches.
The combination of the branch label and the TLD label is
often referred to as a public suffix. There is even a publicly
available list of such suffixes.2

he DNS hierarchy. The DNS has a hierarchical organization,
haped like an inverted tree. Fig. 3 illustrates this showing a part
f the actual DNS tree. At the top of the tree is the root of the
NS. The root of the DNS is managed by the Internet Corpora-
ion for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). They delegate
esponsibility for the maintenance of top-level domains, shown
irectly below the root, to so-called registries. Some registries
ivide the namespace under their control into separate branches
public suffixes), as is for instance shown in the figure for the .uk
cTLD, with, e.g., a .co.uk for commercial domains and, e.g., a
ac.uk for academic institutions.
The next level down in the tree are second-level domains.

hese are the domain names that generally belong to people
r organizations. Below second-level domains we find third and
urther level domains. There is no formal convention for how this
art of the namespace is organized, although there are common
ractices. As Fig. 3 shows, for example, it is highly likely that there
s a www label to indicate a World Wide Web service.

he domain name industry. Initially, the number of top-level
omains in the DNS was very limited. In 1985, the first ccTLD,
us, was added to the DNS, soon followed by further ccTLDs. The
ames of ccTLDs are based on ISO-specified country codes3 [37].
nitially, domain name registrations were handled centrally
hrough Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA). When In-
ernet growth really took off, in the 1990s, this no longer scaled.
his led to the introduction of a tiered model, where TLDs have
egistries, that allow separate companies, called registrars, to sell
omain names to interested parties. The owner or holder of a
omain name is referred to as a registrant. For gTLDs, this model is
andatory; there is a common set of requirements for registrars
f gTLDs, set out by ICANN, against which registrars have to be

2 https://publicsuffix.org/.
3 With a few exceptions: .ac, .eu, .su and .uk.
5

accredited [38]. For ccTLDs the registration policy is determined
by the registry operator, and differs from ccTLD to ccTLD. We
note that the registration and administration of domain names is
often referred to as taking place through the Registry-Registrar-
Registrant (or RRR for short) channel. This channel is separate
from the DNS and uses its own protocols (e.g., the EPP proto-
col [39] for communication between registrars and registries). In
the period between 2000 and 2012, ICANN introduced a limited
number of additional gTLDs. In 2011, ICANN announced a new
policy that effectively opened up applications for a potentially
unlimited number of new gTLDs. Under this policy, well over
1000 new gTLDs have been added to the DNS since 2013. Included
in these are many TLDs that contain non-ASCII characters, so
called Internationalized Domain Names (IDNs). While ICANN has
not yet launched a subsequent round to admit new gTLDs, there
is a lot of pressure from stakeholders to admit further new gTLDs
(see, e.g., [40]).

Today, domain names are a multi-billion US dollar industry.
The largest domain name registrar in the world alone, GoDaddy,
reported a revenue of USD$ 1.5B in 2020 from just its domain
sales business.4 There are very few verifiable sources of the
total turnover in the industry, but to give an indication, business
intelligence firms quote revenues of USD$ 7B in the US alone in
2020.5 In addition to the actors in the RRR-channel, managed
DNS providers have entered the market as well. They provide
services to manage the DNS infrastructure of a domain name
which, traditionally, has usually been provided by the registrars
or run by the registrants themselves (see Section 2.2.3).

Reverse DNS and other numerical names.

Generally, the DNS is used to translate human readable names
into machine readable information. The reverse, however, is also
possible. A reverse domain name can be constructed by taking an
IPv4 or IPv6 address and reversing its numerical representation.
DNS queries for this name can then be used to, for instance, find
the name associated with an IP address (see also Section 2.2.2
below). Example 1 shows example mappings between IPv4 and
IPv6 addresses and their corresponding reverse DNS names. As
the example shows, for IPv4 addresses the name is simply a
reverse of the dot notation of the address. For IPv6, the reverse
name consists of all 32 nibbles of the address; as the example
shows, this can be quite cumbersome.

2.2.2. Base DNS Protocol
Message format. The DNS uses the same basic message format for
all messages, with certain fields filled, depending on the message
type. Fig. 4 shows the DNS message format. The middle part of
Fig. 4 shows that a DNS message consists of a header, followed by
four sections. The format of the header is shown in Table 2. Each
of the four sections is filled with resource records. The general
format of resource records is discussed in Table 3. In a DNS query,
only the question and sometimes the additional section (see Sec-
tion 6.2) contain information. In a DNS response, all four sections
may contain information. The content of each section depends on
many factors, including the response status of a DNS request (the
RCODE). In general, each of the four sections has the following
semantics (according to the original DNS specification [34]):

What? Example value Example DNS name

IPv4 address 93.184.216.34 34.216.184.93.in-addr.arpa.
IPv6 address 2001:620:0:9::1103 3.0.1.1.[. . . ]0.2.6.0.1.0.0.2.ip6.arpa.⋆

⋆Truncated to save space.

Example 1: Numerical DNS Name Examples

https://publicsuffix.org/
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Fig. 4. DNS message format, header layout and resource record format.
Table 2
DNS header fields.
Field Description

Query ID Identifies the query and helps match queries and responses.
QR This flag indicates whether the message is a query (0) or a response (1)
Opcode This field identifies the DNS operation. The most common value is 0 for a query/response operation (other values are assigned in

[41]).
AA This flag indicates whether the DNS response is an Authoritative Answer.
TC This flag indicates whether the message was truncated because it exceeded the maximum message size.
RD This flag indicates whether Recursion is Desired (explained in Section 2.2.3).
RA This flag indicates whether Recursion is Available.
Z Set to zero and reserved for future use.
AD This flag indicates whether the response contains Authenticated Data (see Section 6.4).
CD This flag indicates if DNSSEC Checking should be Disabled (see Section 6.4).
RCODE The response status of the DNS request. Important values are NOERROR (0), SERVFAIL (2), NXDOMAIN (3) and REFUSED (5).
Question count Indicates how many questions are in the question section. Currently, this field is always set to 1 in DNS queries and responses.

Answer count, Authority
count, Additional count

Number of records in the Answer, Authority and Additional section.
Table 3
General DNS resource record layout.
Field Description

Name The domain name this resource record pertains to. Note that names may be compressed, to save space in datagrams. DNS compression
works by replacing a label in a DNS name by a pointer to another DNS name in the same datagram. Compression is explained in more
detail in [35].

Query type The query type is an integer that indicates the specific kind of resource record. Common record types are discussed further on in the
section.

Query class An integer that indicates the query class. Historically, the DNS distinguished multiple classes of networks. These have, however, become
obsolete over the years, and in almost all cases the query class is set to 1 to indicate the Internet (class IN).

Time-To-Live The Time To Live (TTL) field is an integer that provides an indication how long (in seconds) a resource record may be cached. The use of
this field is discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.3.

RDATA Length This field indicates the total length of the resource record-specific data that follows.

RDATA Variable length field with data that is specific to the resource record type.
• Question — Contains the question in a DNS query (generally
the name and type queried for).
• Answer — Contains the resource records that form the re-

sponse to the question.
• Authority — Contains resource records pointing to authori-

ties (name servers) for the queried name.
• Additional — Contains additional resource records pertain-

ing to aspects of a DNS message, for example resource
records with additional information – like glue records – on
the authorities listed in the authority section.

In DNS responses, the answer, authority and additional section
re all optional. Typically, though, in a successful response to

4 Source: GoDaddy Annual Report 2020.
5 https://www.ibisworld.com/industry/web-domain-name-sales.html.
6

a query, the answer section will contain one or more resource
records that answer the query. In a successful response, the
authority and additional section are usually optional, that is: they
may be left empty, for instance to save space in a DNS message.

Query/response protocol. DNS messages are normally transported
using UDP, and the original DNS specification lists a maximum
payload size for DNS messages of 512 bytes. The use of UDP
means that most DNS exchanges are asynchronous and connec-
tionless. In some cases, messages are exchanged over TCP. A
typical DNS message exchange, in which a DNS client sends a
query to a DNS server, and the server returns a response to the
client, looks like this:

1. Client sends query — The client composes a query by filling
the question section of a DNS message. In this section, the
client indicates the name, query type and query class in

https://www.ibisworld.com/industry/web-domain-name-sales.html
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Table 4
Common DNS resource record types.
Type Description

A Maps a domain name to an IPv4 address.

AAAA Maps a domain name to an IPv6 address.

CNAME Specifies an alias for a name. If a CNAME exists for a name, incoming queries for that name are translated into queries for the name that the
CNAME points to. For example: if there exists a CNAME that maps the name foo to the name bar, then a query for the A record for foo will
effectively be treated as an A query for bar. CNAMEs may be chained, that is: a CNAME may point to another CNAME.

MX Specifies Mail eXchange records for a name. These are the servers that handle incoming e-mail for a domain. Mail servers attempt to deliver
e-mail sent to user@example.com to the servers specified in the MX records for example.com.

NS Specifies the names of authoritative name servers for a domain name.

PTR Pointer record from a domain name to another domain name. This record type is most commonly used for reverse DNS, to map e.g. IP addresses
to domain names (see Section 2.2.1).

SOA Start Of Authority record. The SOA record specifies metadata about a DNS zone, such as the serial number of the DNS zone. DNS zones are
explained in more detail further along in the section.

TXT Text record. TXT records may contain arbitrary text strings with a maximum length of 255 characters each. TXT records are, for example, used for
the so-called Sender Policy Framework (SPF) [44], which is designed to combat e-mail forgery.
n
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which they are interested. The client sets the QR flag to 0 to
indicate that the message is a query. The client optionally
sets the RD flag to 1 to indicate that the client would like
the receiving server to perform DNS recursion on its behalf
(see Section 2.2.3).

2. Server sends response — The server responds to the request
in the question section of the query. It copies the question
section into the response, and fills the other sections of the
response depending on whether or not it is able to answer
the request. The server then sends the response back to the
client.

3. (optional) Fallback to TCP — If the server cannot make a full
response fit in a single DNS message, it will set the TC flag
in the response over UDP. This is an indication for the client
to retry the query over TCP to get the full response.

Typically, DNS clients will initiate a request to a DNS server
ver UDP, but there is no hard requirement to do so. They may
lso directly initiate a request over TCP. In addition to this, clients
ay keep the TCP connection to a server open and issue multiple

equests in a single session. Generally, UDP is still the preferred
ay to transport DNS messages. The main reason for this is
erformance; setting up a TCP connection requires more network
ound trips, and keeping TCP connections open for long periods
f time unnecessarily consumes resources on both the client and
he server. There are changes to the DNS on the way, though. A
orkgroup focusing on DNS privacy has standardized DNS-over-
LS (DoT) [42]. In the standard, the authors suggest using TCP Fast
pen [43] to reduce the overhead of using TCP. We further discuss
NS-over-TLS in Section 5.

NS resource record types. Table 4 introduces the most commonly
sed DNS record types in alphabetical order. Only basic record
ypes that are part of the original DNS specification [35] are
isted, other record types, such as those used for DNSSEC, will be
ntroduced in Section 6.

NS zones. Data for domains in the DNS is organized into so-
called zones. DNS zones contain resource records under a certain
ame in the DNS hierarchy. Zones are represented using ASCII
ext in so-called zone files, the format of which is specified in the
riginal DNS specification [35].6
Example 2 shows part of a DNS zone file for example.com.7 At

he top, on line 1, the $ORIGIN statement tells whatever software

6 The original DNS specification [35] refers to zone files as ‘‘master files’’.
7 Line numbers are included for convenience, and are not present in an actual
one file.
7

parses the zone file that all domain names in the file are relative
to example.com. In other words: the label www on line 6 should
be interpreted as www.example.com.

Lines 2–5 show resource records for the so-called apex record
of the zone. The apex record is signified using the @-sign in the
zone file, and points to the origin of the zone (example.com).
Lines 2–5 also show the concept of resource record sets, or RRsets.
An RRset consists of all resource records of a certain class and
type for a certain name (e.g., lines 4–5 are an RRset consisting of
all NS records for example.com).

Line 6 shows how a CNAME can be used to create an alias,
in this case from www.example.com to the apex records of
example.com.

Lines 7–8 show a delegation of a subdomain called
sub.example.com to be managed by the two authoritative
name servers specified (see also Section 2.2.3 below). Any queries
for names in that subdomain should be directed to these name
servers. Also note that on lines 4–5 there are NS records for ex-
ample.com itself. This is not a delegation, these are the author-
itative information on what the name servers for example.com
are. In general, the delegation in a parent zone and the NS
records in a child zone should be the same, but in practice these
frequently diverge [45,46]. This is mostly due to human error;
administration of delegations is usually a very different process
from editing of a DNS zone file. Especially delegations in TLDs
are generally updated through the RRR channel, which, as we
mentioned in Section 2.2.1, is completely separate from the DNS.

Line 9 shows a resource record consisting of two labels. This
record illustrates that a DNS zone can contain multiple label lev-
els under a delegation point. In this case, the zone thus not only
contains records in example.com but also in ipsum.example.
com. Because the subdomain ipsum is not delegated to other
ame servers, and because there are no records in the example
one for ipsum itself, this has another effect: ipsum.example.
om becomes a so-called empty non-terminal. This has conse-
uences for DNSSEC denial-of-existence proofs (Section 6.3.3).
Line 10, finally, illustrates that the DNS also supports wild-

ards. A wildcard is always the leftmost label in a domain name,
nd matches any label or labels provided (i.e., it also matches
label1>.<label2>.dolor). DNS servers will only return a
ildcard record if the queried record does not explicitly exist.
hus, if, e.g., a record nullam.dolor is added, and a query is
eceived for this name, that record will be returned rather than
he wildcard.

.2.3. Domain name servers
The DNS generally has two server roles. The first role is that

f the authoritative name server, the second role performs DNS
esolution.
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1 $ORIGIN example.com.
. . .
domain name TTL

(<>)
class type value

2 @ 86400 IN A 93.184.216.34 ← RRset #1
3 @ 86400 IN AAAA 2606:2800:. . . :1946 ← RRset #2
4 @ 86400 IN NS a.iana-servers.net.
5 @ 86400 IN NS b.iana-servers.net.

}
← RRset #3

6 www 86400 IN CNAME example.com. ← Alias
7 sub 3600 IN NS ns1.example.org.
8 sub 3600 IN NS ns2.example.org.

}
← Delegation

9 lorem.ipsum 86400 IN A 127.0.0.1 ← Results in empty non-terminal
10 *.dolor 300 IN TXT ‘‘sit amet nec. . . ’’ ← Wildcard

Example 2: Example DNS zone snippet for example.com
o
f
f

n

Fig. 5. High-level architecture of the DNS.

Fig. 5 shows these two roles from an architectural perspective.
uthoritative name servers are shown on the righthand side of
he figure (III). The actors involved in DNS resolution are shown
n the lefthand side of the figure (I + II). The two sections below
xplain these two roles in more detail.

uthoritative name servers. Authoritative name servers are, as
heir name implies, the authority for a domain. An authorita-
ive name server can serve many domains. As mentioned in
he previous section, authority for a domain is delegated to an
uthoritative name server in the parent zone of that domain,
sing NS records. As we will see in the next section, there is a
elegation chain, from the root, which delegates to a TLD, which
elegates to a second-level domain, and so on, and so forth.
If an authoritative name server responds to a query for a name

or which it is authoritative, it indicates this in the response by
etting the AA flag (Authoritative Answer, see Section 2.2.2). If a
erver is configured as only authoritative, and it receives a query
or a name for which it is not authoritative and does not know
f a delegation for the queried name to another authoritative
ame server, it will refuse the query by setting the RCODE in the
esponse to REFUSED.

NS resolution. DNS resolution is the process of mapping a do-
ain name to a value contained in the DNS. This process starts
n the client (shown on the lefthand side of Fig. 5). Say, for
xample, that a user wants to visit the URL https://www.example.
om/. They type this URL into their web browser and press ‘‘Go’’.
he first thing the browser will do is to attempt to resolve the
ddress for www.example.com. To do this, it most likely calls
function of the operating system. Most OSes have a built-in

tub resolver. This is a very limited DNS client that can send
ueries to DNS servers and can process responses returned by
hese. More importantly, however, is that a stub resolver cannot
erform a process called recursion. That is: it cannot traverse
he authoritative name servers in the DNS hierarchy to find a
esponse to a query. Instead, a stub resolver typically sends a
 r

8

query to a recursive caching name server (shown in the middle
of Fig. 5). Recursive caching name servers are often referred to as
a ‘‘DNS resolver’’, or simply a ‘‘resolver’’. Whenever one of these
two terms is used in this paper, we are referring to a recursive
caching name server.

As its name implies, a recursive caching name server performs
a process called DNS recursion and it temporarily saves the results
f this process in a so-called cache. Fig. 6 shows the DNS recursion
or www.example.com to continue the example from above. The
igure shows the following steps of the recursion process8:

1. Query to an authoritative name server for the root — the
resolver will start by sending the query for the A record
for www.example.com to one of the authoritative name
servers for the root of the DNS. The root name servers are
operated on a vast, globally distributed infrastructure. The
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses of the thirteen root name servers
are well-known and preconfigured in most DNS resolver
software. When a resolver first starts up it will typically
perform what is known as a root priming query [47]. This
means that it sends a query to one of the known root
name server addresses to request the set of authoritative
name servers for the root (NS query). It uses this to prime
its cache with up-to-date information on the authoritative
name servers for the root. Since the root name servers are
not authoritative for example.com, they cannot respond
to the query. The root, however, has a delegation for .com,
and the queried root name server will respond with a list
of authoritative name servers for the .com TLD, a so called
referral. In other words: the root responds with ‘‘I do not
know, ask .com’’.

2. Resolve addresses for .com authoritative servers — a
resolver with an empty cache will not have the addresses
for any of the .com authoritative servers. In many cases,
the answer from the root name server will include these
addresses in the additional section of the response it sends,
and the resolver can use these. If the additional section is
omitted, however, or incomplete, it will need to perform
a separate recursion process to resolve these addresses in
order to be able to query one of these servers.

3. Query to a .com authoritative name server — the resolver
will now send a query for the A record for
www.example.com to one of the .com authoritative name
servers. Again, these name servers are not authoritative for
example.com and will not know the answer. Thus, they

8 Note that the figure shows a full recursion, which will only take place if
one of the intermediate results required by the process are cached on the DNS
esolver.

https://www.example.com/
https://www.example.com/
https://www.example.com/
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Fig. 6. Example of a DNS recursion for www.example.com.
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Domain name TTL Class Type Value

google.com. 172800 IN NS ns1.google.com.
google.com. 172800 IN NS ns2.google.com.
google.com. 172800 IN NS ns3.google.com.
google.com. 172800 IN NS ns4.google.com.

Example 3: Delegation for google.com in the .com zone

will also respond with a referral, in this case to the dele-
gation they have to one of the example.com authoritative
name servers.

4. Resolve addresses for example.com authoritative
servers — just like for .com, above, the resolver may not
have the addresses for the example.com name servers in
its cache, in which case it will perform a separate recursion
process to resolve these addresses.

5. Query to an example.com authoritative name server —
finally, the resolver sends an A record query for
www.example.com to one of the example.com name
servers. Since these are authoritative for the domain, they
will return the requested response, the IPv4 address asso-
ciated with www.example.com.

6. Respond to client and cache — once it knows the re-
sponse to the query, the resolver returns the response it
has learned to the client (in our example the stub resolver
in the operating system) and it stores a copy of the re-
sponse in its cache. This is also where the TTL comes into
play, responses may not be cached for longer than the TTL
specifies (but may, of course, be cached for a shorter period
of time, for instance because a cache is full). Note that
in case a resolver can answer a query from a client from
its cache, it sets the TTL in the response to the remaining
TTL, that is: the number of seconds that the record will
remain in its cache. This ensures that cached records ex-
pire correctly if, for example, stub resolvers cache data, or
when resolvers are chained such that one caching resolver
forwards (most) queries to another upstream resolver. In
the latter case, a resolver does not do the recursion itself
but sends the query forward to another recursive resolver.
This resolver will then look up the record and return the
answer to the forwarder, which, in turn, will return the
answer to the client. In principle, this chain of resolvers can
be arbitrarily long.

In some cases, a referral needs to contain additional infor-
ation to prevent situations in which a resolver is unable to
 t

9

ontinue the recursion. Take, for example, google.com. Example
shows the delegation for google.com in the .com zone. As

he example shows, all four name servers are under google.com
tself (this is sometimes referred to as in bailiwick). A resolver
ith an empty cache would be unable to resolve any name in
oogle.com without knowing the addresses for any of these
our name servers. However, to be able to resolve those ad-
resses it would need to know the address for a name server for
oogle.com, etc., etc. To remedy this circular dependency, the
com zone includes glue records with the A and AAAA records for
he four Google name servers. If a .com authoritative name server
eturns a referral for google.com, it includes these glue records
n the additional section of the DNS response.

These core concepts have helped the DNS to successfully grow
n its over 30 years of history and they have not changed much.
he deployment of DNS, however has been, and still is going
hrough significant changes in recent years, which we explain in
he next section.

. DNS evolution

In the previous section we explained the concepts of the DNS.
n this section we explain how the different components are
eployed in practice and what modern DNS deployments look
ike. Understanding how DNS is deployed in the real world is
ecessary to identify challenges and develop solutions.

.1. Resolvers

In principle, each client can run its own resolver to query the
NS. Since the early days of DNS, however, it was already rec-
mmended to run a central resolver within an organization [48].
his allows clients to save resources and to benefit from caching
t shared recursive resolvers. This led to organizations and ISPs
etting up their own recursive resolvers in their network, leav-
ng the clients with stub resolvers, solely forwarding queries to
pstream resolvers. This situation is also sketched in Fig. 5. In
he first decade of the 21st century, however, it became more
ommon for users to choose a recursive resolver outside of their
etwork. These public DNS resolvers promise additional features
uch as adult content filtering or increased performance. One of
he early popular public DNS services, OpenDNS, reported that
% of Internet users relied on its service in 2010 [49]. One year
ater, a study by Otto et al. [50] reported that 9% of Internet
sers relied on such a service. In the meantime, the complexity of
ecursive resolvers increased, now consisting of pools of resolvers
o increase redundancy and performance [51]. We describe these
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Fig. 7. Deployment of DNS.

more complex setups in detail in Section 7. These services turned
out to be so reliable and trusted that users would turn to them
in case their ISP’s resolvers experienced problems [52]. Even ISPs
themselves forward their queries to public DNS services today.
By 2021, over 19% of Internet users rely directly on public DNS
services [53,54].

Even though the usage of public DNS services is not rising
as fast as a decade ago, we expect that we will likely see even
more users relying on external resolvers in the upcoming years.
The reason for this is the rollout of encrypted DNS. Both browser
vendors [55,56] and operating system vendors [57,58] are actively
pushing for the encryption of DNS traffic. In the case of browsers,
and in some cases this holds for OSes too, the stub resolver for
encrypted DNS is implemented in an application, rather than
at a central location in the core of the OS. These application-
specific stub resolvers often connect to a third party DNS resolver
by default. We discuss the technology behind encrypted DNS
in more detail in Section 5 and discuss the pressures this puts
on availability (Section 7) and the capability to detect malicious
activities (Section 8).

3.2. Authoritative name servers

Right from the start, the DNS was designed such that zone
content could be distributed among multiple authoritative name
servers. A study from 2004 shows [45] that the majority of
domains have two or more name servers and we show that
this is still the case today in Section 7.2.2. Traditionally, these
name servers would be operated by the organizations owning
the domain name, but this is increasingly less likely to be the
case. A study by Shue et al. [59] shows that in 2007, some
authoritative name servers are responsible for millions of domain
names. Many of these domains were operated by DNS providers,
and Hao et al. [60] showed in 2015 that especially social networks
relied on these DNS service providers. This decision showed to
be fatal, when one of the largest DNS providers Dyn got hit by
DDoS attack in 2016, causing outages at many popular websites
and services [6,61]. As a consequence of this attack, some services
chose multiple DNS providers to host their zone [61,62], but
despite this, the concentration of the DNS name space at a few
providers has reached a new high in 2018, with a 25-fold increase
over a period of nine years [63].

3.3. Modern DNS

Comparing the theoretical architecture sketched in Fig. 5 with
the real architecture anno 2021 as shown in Fig. 7, highlights
four important aspects of modern DNS. Instead of communicating
with a recursive resolver located in the same network or in
the network of the ISP, clients now often communicate directly
with resolvers run by third-party public DNS service providers
①. Alternatively, the local resolver only forwards the queries to
10
Fig. 8. Comparison of types of DNS measurements.

such a DNS provider. Also, ② instead of a distribution of name
ervers between different organization, many domain names are
ow under control of a few organizations.
In the future, we will likely see more and more software

mplementing their own stub resolver, bypassing the operating
ystem ③. Clients will communicate encrypted ④, often with a
recursive resolver of a DNS provider.

Readers should keep these aspects in mind when reading the
following sections. They cause challenges and explain why some
solutions need to be implemented in certain ways. For example,
encrypted DNS traffic, partially, provides confidentiality in the
DNS, but on the other side hinders the detection of Internet abuse.
We explain the details of these developments in more detail in
the sections below, but first we explain, how we can measure the
DNS in such an environment to understand the challenges and to
develop solutions.

4. Measuring the DNS

Measuring the modern and real-life deployment of DNS is
crucial in order to understand how the DNS is used, both by bona
fide and by malicious actors. Measurements are also an important
tool to identify challenges in the DNS and to understand how
changes to the protocol and its use work in practice. In this
section, we discuss the two methods for measuring the DNS:
passive measurements and active measurements. Fig. 8 shows a
omparison between these two types of measurements and high-
ights the main difference: in passive measurements, DNS traffic
s collected at one or more measurement points and observes
raffic that is the result of DNS queries by real end users. In
ontrast, an active measurement precisely controls which queries
re executed and collects results for these. In the remainder of
his section, we explain the basics of both measurement types.

.1. Passive measurements

Traditionally, DNS traffic is unencrypted, which enables pas-
ive observations directly at the client, resolver or authoritative
ame server and also on the path between those three. This
pproach observes the complete content of a query as well its
esponse and gives a detailed view of DNS usage. Additionally, in
ase traffic between client and resolver, or between resolver and
uthoritative is encrypted, one can still observe DNS traffic on the
esolver or authoritative host through the DNS server process, for
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oot@localhost:~# tcpdump -vvv -i eth0 ’port 53’
9:32:28.674038 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 63716, offset 0, flags [none], proto UDP (17), length 84)

10.0.0.1.54584 > 8.8.8.8.53: [udp sum ok] 62669+ [1au] A? www.example.org. ar: .
OPT UDPsize=4096 (56)

9:32:28.676558 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 60, id 27617, offset 0, flags [none], proto UDP (17), length 88)
8.8.8.8.53 > 10.0.0.1.54584: [udp sum ok] 62669$ q: A? www.example.org. 1/0/1 www.example.org.
[5h12m32s] A 93.184.216.34 ar: . OPT UDPsize=512 (60)

Example 4: Example of a passive measurement
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xample by using dnstap [64], which is supported by many open
ource DNS server implementations.
Fig. 8(a) shows potential placement points for passive DNS

ensors. Placing a passive measurement sensor directly at the
lient limits the observed traffic to queries from and responses
o that particular client. In this configuration, we can capture
very DNS packet which gives a complete view of the client’s
NS traffic but only for that single client. An example is the
tudy by Razaghpanah et al. [65] which monitor, among others,
NS lookups at mobile clients to study tracking ecosystems. In
ontrast, placing a sensor at a recursive resolver gives us insight
nto traffic of every client of this recursive resolver, which in case
f a resolver at an ISP, can be millions of clients. We, however,
lso need to keep in mind that clients can configure multiple
esolvers and a sensor at one recursive resolver might not gain
complete picture of a client’s DNS traffic. Bildge et al. [66]

nalyze DNS traffic collected at ISP resolvers to detect malicious
omain names. We can also place a sensor directly ‘‘behind’’ a
ecursive, on the path between the resolver and authoritative
ame servers on the Internet. This captures all DNS exchanges
hat are the result of so-called cache misses, and effectively col-
ects the data for all names that clients of a resolver queried
or, without identifying the specific clients that performed those
ueries. This protects the privacy of the users of the resolver,
hile still revealing what domains clients are actually interested

n (we discuss privacy implications of passive DNS collection in
ore detail further down). This type of setup is, for example,
ommonly used by large-scale passive DNS collection services,
uch as DNSDB operated by Farsight Security.9 Finally, we can
lso place a sensor at authoritative name servers, which will
ive us visibility into every query directed from resolvers to that
articular authoritative name server. Also here we need to take
wo pitfalls into account: first, a zone might be distributed across
ultiple authoritative name servers, so in order to receive every
uery directed to a zone we need to capture the traffic at every
ame server for that zone. Second, resolvers cache responses
rom name servers for some time and do not return to the name
erver until the cached response expires. This limits the number
f queries seen by the name server. We explain caching in more
etail in Section 7.5. Examples of studies relying on traffic col-
ected at name servers include Castro et al. [67] analyzing traffic
races at the DNS root servers to gain a deeper understanding
f the DNS ecosystem and Moura et al. [68] examining packet
ragmentation, using traffic collected at a ccTLD.

A simple passive DNS measurement can be performed with the
rogram tcpdump running on a client as shown in Example 4.10
he executed command is shown on the first line. The second
ine shows the query from the client to the resolver asking to
esolve the A record for www.example.org. Last, the third line
hows the answer from the resolver. The client and resolver are
ighlighted in orange and yellow, respectively, and the query and
nswer are highlighted in blue and green respectively. The query
f the client is repeated in the answer, as the third line shows.

9 https://dnsdb.info/.
10 TCPdump displays the TTL as 5h12m32s rather than in seconds.
11
Tools exist to save and import the output of tcpdump directly
nto databases [69] or to extract parts of the information stored
n DNS queries [70] for further analysis.

When performing passive DNS measurements, it is important
o carefully consider the privacy of users. While domain names
n and of themselves are public information, the specific query
ehavior of clients is very privacy sensitive. As such, the area
arked gray in Fig. 8(a) is considered especially ‘‘privacy sensi-

ive’’ since every query of a client is visible [71]. The difference
etween the left and right area is the information visible. On the
eft, every query from the client is visible but on the right, only
ueries which are not cached, by the resolver or by clients them-
elves, are visible [72]. This does not mean that traffic collected
n one of the observation points shown on the right-hand side
f Fig. 8(a) is entirely devoid of privacy risks. Since the traffic
bserved ‘‘behind’’ the resolver is the result of cache misses, this
raffic also includes queries for non-existent names, that may
e the result of user errors (typing mistakes). The presence of
ueries that are the results of such mistakes may still reveal the
resence of a certain user in the client population of the resolver
ehind which traffic is collected. IP addresses and the precise
uery string are collected in passive DNS measurements. Care
hould be taken when processing this kind of data and it should
e anonymized if there are plans to make the data public. One
rend in modern DNS deployments is the encryption of DNS traffic
etween client and resolver and resolver and name server. This
mproves privacy but also makes measuring DNS traffic on the
ire almost impossible. We discuss encrypted DNS in more detail

n Section 5.

.2. Active measurements

Besides passively measuring the DNS one can actively measure
he DNS. In the case of active measurements, there are a number
f considerations to take into account when designing and ex-
cuting measurements. First, whether the measurement should
reate a one-time snapshot of the state of (parts of) the DNS,
r whether the measurement should be longitudinal in nature.
econd, whether the measurement should capture the resolved
tate of a domain, as seen by a client (this implies taking the
utput from a recursive resolver), or whether the measurement
hould capture the state of a domain on all of its configured
uthoritative name servers (this captures configuration errors
nd discrepancies). Finally, as with any active measurement, one
hould consider whether to perform a measurement from one
r from multiple vantage points. In this section, our focus is
n longitudinal active measurements from the perspective of a
lient. Nevertheless, we want to point readers to ZDNS11 as a
seful tool for snapshot DNS measurements. The benefit of having
ongitudinal data available is the possibility of uncovering trends
n the DNS. For example, Toorn et al. [73] show the evolution of
he use of TXT records over a period of three years. This is possible
ue to historic OpenINTEL data, which ranges back to 2015.

11 https://github.com/zmap/zdns.

https://dnsdb.info/
https://github.com/zmap/zdns
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Fig. 9. High-Level Architecture of OpenINTEL [10].

There are a number of active DNS measurements projects,
such as ‘OpenINTEL’ [9,10], the ‘Active DNS Project’ [74] and
Netray.12 These measure the DNS in general. Other studies fo-
cus on single aspects of the DNS, like CAA records [75], open
resolvers [76], or DNS cookies [77]. In this section we use the
OpenINTEL project to explain how active DNS measurements
from the perspective of a DNS client can be performed since this
is the longest running project, and the authors of this tutorial are
involved with this project. A high-level overview of the architec-
ture of OpenINTEL is shown in Fig. 8(b). In this paragraph we
discuss the challenges of performing active DNS measurements at
scale. We discuss two aspects, first performing the measurement
itself and second part, the challenge of storing and analyzing the
resulting data.

The basis of an active DNS measurement is a list of domains
which need to be measured (Stage I in Fig. 9). Such a list typically
comes from TLD zone files. In the case of OpenINTEL these zone
files are acquired through TLD zone repositories and various other
sources. With longitudinal measurements the frequency of the
measurement is an important parameter, especially for larger sets
of domains, since the measurement needs to be completed within
the measurement period. Both OpenINTEL and the Active DNS
Project have a measurement frequency of once per day. In order
to finish the measurement before the end of the day, OpenINTEL
measures the domains from the zone files in parallel via a swarm
of workers — virtual machines tasked with querying domains
(Stage II in Fig. 9). The workers use off-the-shelf DNS software
to perform the queries. This is important because it provides the
best guarantees for the robustness of the measurement system.

The second challenge when performing active DNS measure-
ments is the storing of the results. There are two consideration
that need to be taken into account. First, measuring significant
parts of the global DNS name space everyday generates siz-
able result sets. This means it is vital to choose a storage and
analysis solution that is efficient. Second, if the measurement is
expected to run for a long time (the OpenINTEL measurement is
approaching the end of its fifth year), a storage format should be
chosen that guarantees that future systems are also be able to
read and use historic measurement results. This led the Open-
INTEL project to choose Apache Avro as storage format, and the
Hadoop ecosystem for analysis. A more detailed discussion of
these choices can be found in the OpenINTEL design paper [10].
We note that, e.g., the Active DNS Project also chose to use the
Hadoop ecosystem for storage and analysis [74].

12 https://netray.io/.
12
4.3. Comparison

Passive and active measurements are both needed to under-
stand and address the challenges of the DNS. Combining both
measurements can give a more complete picture of the state
of the DNS. Both types of measurements come with advantages
and disadvantages, which we discuss in this section. You can use
this information to decide which type of measurement best suits
your needs for a particular study. We break the differences down
into specific aspects of each measurement type, namely privacy,
confidentiality, coverage, frequency, complexity and availability, in
separate paragraphs below.

Privacy. As discussed above, privacy is an issue when perform-
ing passive measurements. The privacy impact depends on the
observation point where traffic is collected; the closer to the
client, the more privacy-sensitive the data collection generally
is. For active measurements the privacy impact is very limited,
as the DNS traffic is generated by the researcher performing
the measurement. Somewhat related, though, is confidentiality,
which we discuss next.

Confidentiality. This is a concern for both passive and active mea-
surements. Due to the privacy sensitivity of passively collected
DNS traffic, this type of data is not readily available in open
repositories and typically requires researchers to enter into a
contract with collectors of this data (e.g. DNSDB). While actively
collected DNS data is typically not very privacy sensitive, it is
often confidential. The main reason for this is that, e.g., operators
of top-level domains often consider the contents of their DNS
zones commercially sensitive, and hence require a contract for
data access that limits to what extent this data can be shared.
This is a challenge faced by active DNS collection projects such as
OpenINTEL, the Active DNS Project and Netray.

Coverage. The coverage of passive and active measurements is
typically one of the biggest differences between the two mea-
surement types. Passive measurements observe DNS information
resulting from a real interest by real clients, and thus better re-
flect real user activity. This is important, for example, in security-
related research to detect emerging attacks and to estimate how
widespread infections are. The biggest shortcoming of passive
measurements is that they seldom cover the complete namespace
of TLDs. Names that no client of the observation points where
data is collected has shown an interest in will not show up in
passive datasets. Consequently, for a better coverage, passive DNS
measurement systems need many observation points, and it is
likely that the law of diminishing returns applies to the extent to
which this can grow coverage. In contrast, active measurements
can cover entire name spaces, but only to the level to which the
names are known. Thus, an active measurement, like the one
conducted by the OpenINTEL or Netray project, covers entire TLDs
such as .com, .net and .org for all second level domains in
these TLDs. This means the actively collected datasets also include
names in which users may not yet have shown an interest. In-
terestingly, the Active DNS Project also seeds their measurement
with passively observed names, creating a mix of data.

Frequency. An aspect related to coverage is the frequency of ob-
servations. In passive DNS, there is no control over the frequency
at which the same DNS query is observed, as this entirely depends
on client behavior and caching behavior. Some queries will show
up with very high frequencies – where there is a large client inter-
est and/or a short TTL – whereas other queries will only sparsely
show up. For active DNS, this is, of course, completely different,
as the system that performs the measurement controls the query
frequency. This makes active DNS more suitable for longitudinal
studies where it is important that there are regular measurement

https://netray.io/
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Fig. 10. Challenges in the confidentiality of the DNS.
results (e.g. one measurement every day), whereas passive DNS is
more suitable for measurements where it is important to gauge
the popularity of certain names and to identify, e.g., emerging
threats.

Complexity. Both types of measurement have their own complex-
ities. For passive DNS, it is challenging to find vantage points (due
to privacy concerns), and to get good coverage requires access
to a large number of vantage points. Furthermore, passive DNS
data collection leads to high amounts of redundancy, as popular
queries are typically observed at many vantage points. It requires
careful consideration to cope with this. Active measurements, on
the other hand, are difficult to scale up to significant parts of the
name space, as illustrated by the papers about OpenINTEL [10]
and the Active DNS project [74]. What both passive and active
measurements at scale have in common is that even if redun-
dancy is reduced, both generated significant amounts of data,
requiring the use of so-called ‘‘big data’’ approaches to analyze
the data.

Availability. As discussed in the previous two sections, there are
a number of large-scale passive and active measurement projects.
It is generally advisable, when starting a new study, to check the
availability of the data collected by these projects, as in many
cases they provide access to academic researchers. DNSDB is a
very good source of passively collected data, and Farsight Secu-
rity provides access to researchers under certain conditions.13
ore recently, researchers from Farsight in collaboration with
cademic researchers have established the DNS Observatory, to
hich researchers can also gain access [78]. For active measure-
ents, as mentioned before, all three major projects, OpenINTEL,

he Active DNS Project and Netray provide access to researchers
nder a contract.

. Confidentiality

Having a solid background in the DNS (Part 1 in Table 1) we
an now start looking at the challenges that modern DNS im-
lementations face. We begin Part 2 by discussing the confiden-
ially of the system. Fig. 10 shows an overview of the challenges
iscussed in this section.
The original design goals of the DNS were redundancy, re-

ilience and responsiveness — confidentiality was not considered
t all. In fact, there was a long-held belief that ‘‘the data in
he DNS is public’’ and therefore there was no need to consider
rivacy in the context of DNS.
In contrast, in terms of revealing the activities an end user is

ngaged in, DNS traffic is now recognized as one of the greatest
rivacy leaks on the modern Internet [4]. Because the DNS is
n enabler service, DNS lookups precede almost all activities on

13 See the DNSDB website for more information https://dnsdb.info/.
13
the Internet, for example, visiting a website or using a specific
service (e.g. chat, mail, applications). Historically all these queries
have been sent in cleartext (i.e. using UDP or TCP on port 53).
These queries form metadata about the end user (who can be
identified by their IP address) and can be used to fingerprint, track
or censor users very effectively, even if all the subsequent traffic
is encrypted with e.g. HTTPS.

There are essentially two areas to consider in terms of DNS
confidentiality. Firstly, the transmission of queries in cleartext on-
the-wire, which can be subject to eavesdropping (i in Fig. 10) .
Secondly, the management of DNS data in servers (resolvers and
authoritatives) and the sharing of such data by server operators
with third parties (ii in Fig. 10). Note that also the content
of a zone file can contain sensitive information and must be
protected [79]. In this section we focus on query confidentiality
(we explain measures to protect the confidentiality of a zone in
Section 7.2.1).

Recall that today clients generally use the OS’s stub resolver to
perform DNS queries. By default, the stub resolver sends queries
to the recursive caching resolver that is provided automatically
by the network via DHCP (the ‘‘system resolver’’) which is usu-
ally (but not always) within the local network and run by the
network operator. We will refer to this type of resolver as a
‘‘local’’ resolver. Other DNS resolution services exist — ‘‘Google
Public DNS’’ [80] is one well known global DNS resolution service
operating on 8.8.8.8. We will refer to these types of resolvers
(those not associated with a particular network) as ‘‘remote’’
resolvers.

5.1. On-the-wire DNS confidentiality

Whilst it is true (with caveats) that the data in the DNS is
public, a single client DNS transaction is not and should not be
public. A typical example from outside the DNS world is: the web
site of Alcoholics Anonymous is public; the fact that you visit
it should not be. The solutions available today to increase on-
the-wire confidentiality involve both encrypting traffic between
clients and resolvers, and minimizing the data sent from re-
solvers to authoritative servers. Note that this section only covers
the most relevant DNS encryption protocols available. We limit
ourselves to encryption protocols that have been standardized
by the IETF and are thus likely to be implemented widely in
application software and operating system network stacks. Non-
standard solutions that are limited to few implementations, such
as DNScrypt and DNScurve, are not discussed.

DNS -over-Transport Layer Security (TLS). The first protocol to be
standardized by the IETF for encrypting client to resolver queries
was DNS-over-TLS (DoT) in 2016 [42]. It uses port 853 instead of
port 53 and it enables clients to set up long-lived TLS sessions
to resolvers and then send multiple DNS queries over that en-
crypted connection (Opportunistic DoT). The connection can be

https://dnsdb.info/
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lso be authenticated if the client is additionally configured with
domain name for the service (Strict DoT).
Resolver operators were initially reluctant to offer DoT due

o concerns about how it would perform at scale, however three
lobal anycast DNS providers offer DoT today (Google [80], Cloud-
lare [81] and Quad9 [82]). Several large ISPs are in the process
f deploying DoT [83] e.g., Comcast in the US and British Telecom
n the UK, and general deployment of DoT by other resolvers is
lowly increasing.
Unfortunately the stub resolvers in the major desktop OSs

Windows and macOS) do not yet support user configuration of
oT and the only mobile platform to support it natively in the
ystem configuration is Android. As a result the actual usage of
oT at the time of writing is mostly limited to Android users and
rivacy enthusiasts who choose to install desktop DNS privacy
lients (e.g. Stubby [84]) or mobile apps (see Section 5.4). Notably,
pple allows applications to directly configure DoT and DNS-
ver-HTTPS (DoH) through their OS Application Programming
nterfaces (APIs) since 2020 [85].

NS -over-HTTPS. A more recent effort originated in the web
rowser community and resulted in a new specification for send-
ng DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) in 2018 [86]. This had several goals,
ut one was to enable applications to directly make DoH queries
rather than having to use the OS’s stub resolver if it did not
upport encryption). This means that by using DoH individual
pplications now a have standardized option to do encrypted DNS
o any resolver they choose, including remote ones.

A side-effect of using HTTPS on port 443 as the transport for
NS is that the DoH traffic is hard (in some cases impossible)
o distinguish from other HTTPS traffic. Note that if for some
eason a network operator wants to block DoT traffic out of their
etwork to remote resolvers, they can simply block traffic on port
53. However, they do not always have the same option for DoH
raffic.

This characteristic can be very useful for users in a ‘‘hostile’’
etwork where they may have genuine privacy concerns about
heir DNS. However, it poses a significant issue for many network
perators who rely today on monitoring the network DNS traffic
or many reasons including detecting attacks on the network,
locking malicious websites, scanning for malware or applying
arental control filters.
The Firefox browser turned DoH on by default for all US users

n September 2019 [55] (using Cloudflare as the default recursive
esolver). This has sparked heated debate in the DNS operator
ommunity; many ISPs protested because such a decision had
sudden and dramatic impact on their operational practices.
iscussions around Firefox’s plans are currently ongoing with
oH recently being turned on for users in Canada in 2021 [87].
ection 5.2 discusses this and resolver choice in more detail.
Since then, Chrome followed suit in 2020 supporting DoH [88],

lthough it employs a different policy whereby it automatically
pgrades to DoH if the local resolver is on a managed list of
ecognized DoH providers. Similarly Edge also announce initial
upport for DoH in 2020. All these browsers also allow users to
onfigure a DoH resolver of their own choice for encrypted DNS.
Also in 2020, Microsoft announced that DoH would be avail-

ble as a configuration option in the Windows system settings. At
he time of writing it is available in Windows preview only [58].

Besides DNS-over-TLS and DNS-over-HTTPS, DNS over Data-
ram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) has also been standardized
s an experimental standard [89]. In contrast to the former, DTLS
till relies on UDP instead of TCP, but is not widely deployed.
imilarly, there is a draft specification for DNS transport over
UIC [90], but it is uncertain at the time of writing of this tutorial
f that will progress to becoming a standard, as DNS-over-HTTPS
ill likely also support transport over QUIC with the introduction
f HTTP/3 [91].
14
QNAME minimization. Look again at Fig. 6 and notice that when
the resolver sends the query to the root server it sends the entire
query name, not just a query for the .com servers. It sends the
same full query to every authoritative server in the recursion
path. That means that every authoritative server in the recursion
path (and any eavesdroppers on that part of the network) can see
the full set of query names that the clients of each resolver send,
unnecessarily leaking data.

To address this, a new recursive resolution method called
‘‘QNAME minimisation’’ [92] was specified in 2016 where the
resolvers ask for just the part of the query name they actually
need for that resolution step (so the root servers just get asked
for .com, etc.). This does, however, actually introduce a few
corner cases where name resolution becomes more complex. A
simple example is to consider a case where a resolver needs
to resolve www.foo.bar.example for the first time Now, it is
possible that there is a zone cut (an explicit delegation point)
between foo and bar but not between bar and example, how-
ever a resolver cannot know this in advance. After obtaining the
name servers for .example it will query those servers for the
NS records for bar.example. However, it will get a NODATA
response, indicating that there is no zone cut at that point, so
it has to query the .example name servers again with one
more label (foo.bar.example), and so on until it resolves the
name if possible. Without QNAME minimization the required
response would be returned immediately to the full query for
www.foo.bar.example.

QNAME minimization can also increase problems querying
authoritative servers that are not fully compliant with all the DNS
specifications, especially regarding corner cases with empty non-
terminals, like the example described above. At the same time,
enabling QNAME minimization is becoming the default setting
for most popular open source recursive resolver implementations
and is increasingly deployed. An in-depth discussion of the cur-
rent state of QNAME minimization and its pitfalls is given by
De Vries et al. [93].

Keep in mind that these situations described above are cor-
ner cases. Essentially, QNAME minimization trades an occasional
small latency increase in these corner cases for privacy, protecting
the users behind the recursive resolver where DoT/DoH protects
the privacy between client and resolver.

EDNS client subnet. One additional way that information can leak
in queries to authoritative servers is if both the resolver and
authoritative server use a technique called EDNS Client Subnet
(ECS) [94]. Large Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) started using
this technique to help them steer clients to the geographically
closest source of content (to reduce latency); it works by adding
a subnet of the address of the client that made the query into
the DNS message sent from the resolver to the authoritative (for
example, the first 24 bits of an IPv4 address). The authoritative
server can use this information to map the client subnet to a
geographic location and then select to return a geographically
local IP address from an available set.

Whilst this may make the Internet faster for many users, it is
clear that this is another privacy leak in the DNS, particularly if
QNAME minimization is not used. Some resolvers (e.g. Cloudflare)
do not currently use ECS in order to protect their clients privacy.
Those that do use it should follow guidelines to minimize privacy
and performance issue. For example they should use the smallest
subnets that are operationally feasible, use efficient probing to
detect support for ECS or maintain a whitelist of servers which
support ECS. [94] also discusses in detail the impact on caching
of using ECS e.g. lower cache hit rates and larger cache sizes. An
example of the real-world privacy impact of ECS can be found in
work by De Vries et al. [52].
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.2. Confidentiality of data in DNS servers

Even with the above measures in place the resolver oper-
tor still sees all the DNS queries sent to the server by each
lient. Resolvers may be operated by many different organizations
n different network contexts: ISPs for use by their residential
ustomers, companies for internal use by their employees (En-
erprises), public locations for use by customers or visitors (coffee
hops, hotels, public transport) and global corporations for public
se (Google, Cloudflare, Quad9) to name but a few.
There can be two extremes: there are scenarios where the

esolver operator may be highly trustworthy or have a direct
ontractual agreement with the user to provide certain services,
n other scenarios the resolver operator may have reasons to want
o collect (and even share or sell) data on users without obtaining
ny form of consent.
Some regions also have strict guidance around what can be

ollected (e.g. the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in
he EU [95]), however most do not. As of 2017, ISPs in the US are
egally allowed to sell their customers’ Internet browsing history
ithout explicit permission [96].
As mentioned, there are legitimate reasons (monitoring, mal-

are detection, etc.) for trustworthy resolvers to gather data, but
ow detailed the data is and how long it is retained for varies
idely. Ideally, responsible operators everywhere collecting data

or these reasons would adhere to principles similar to those
aid out under GDPR. That is, they would employ ‘‘data mini-
ization’’ (i.e. collecting only the minimum data required for the
pecific purpose) and also ‘‘anonymize’’ or ‘‘pseudonymize’’ the
ata to obscure client IP addresses (we refer to [97,98] for such
nonymization techniques).
Examples of some privacy policies including data retention

pecifics can be found at [99–101]. For example, some large
perators claim they do not log IP addresses at all and dis-
ard all data after 24 hours. A very recent Internet best prac-
ice document [102] provides details on a range of anonymiza-
ion/pseudonymization techniques and their properties and also
template for a document operators can use to publish their
rivacy policy.

election of system resolver. All these concerns mean that in a
rivacy-conscious DNS world, the selection of the system resolver
ecomes very important. The ‘‘best’’ option may not always be the
efault, it most likely depends on what type of network the user
s currently on (e.g. to trust the local network resolver or choose
remote one?), and which remote resolvers the individual trusts.
Sadly the published privacy policies of operators are often not

articularly meaningful for the average non-technical user. Since
verage users do not normally understand the basics of DNS, let
lone its privacy implications, it is a particular challenge moving
orward to enable average users to keep their DNS query data safe
n all networks.

rusted recursive resolvers. With the increasing deployment of
oH it may become normal that every individual application on
client actually uses a different remote resolver. Firefox have
sed the term Trusted Recursive Resolver (TRR) to denote a list of
esolvers that will be hardcoded into Firefox, because they meet
minimum set of criteria set out by Firefox [103]. One of these
esolvers will be the default, and knowledgeable users can either
hoose a different TRR or manually configure their own chosen
esolver.

Firefox argue that it is better for users to always use one TRR
ith a published privacy policy than a different resolver on each
etwork. The reality is more complex; it may be better to use
oogle Public DNS than your local coffee shop’s resolver, but
hen on an Enterprise or European ISP network the local resolver
15
can typically offer more privacy and security than a third-party
non-European based company. Additionally, the question of ‘‘in-
formed consent’’ with respect to an application changing the
default destination for its DNS queries is one that is not well
understood and has not been tested legally to date. For example,
if a household has parental controls enabled via their ISP what
are the implications of a browser bypassing those controls?

This does mean that the future of client DNS resolution is likely
to evolve rapidly. Potentially a user’s DNS queries will be spread
across many different recursive resolvers by different applications
and the user will have no central point of control of their DNS
resolution. The jury is still out on whether that will result in
increased privacy or not.

5.3. Confidential DNS in practice

Today there are several options for encrypting DNS from
end devices. As mentioned, Android 9.0 currently supports DoT
natively and it will, by default, probe the network DHCP pro-
vided resolver on port 853 and use DoT without authentica-
tion if it is available. If you prefer to manually configure your
Android device you can go to ‘‘Settings→Network & Internet
Settings→Private DNS’’. You will see a dialog where you can
switch from the default of ‘‘Automatic’’ to ‘‘Private DNS provider
hostname’’. You then need to enter the name of your chosen
provider e.g. dns.quad9.net.

To encrypt DNS from your desktop one of the most widely
available clients is Stubby [84]. It can be installed via packag-
ing on most operating systems and then manual configuration
to override the default systems settings is required. This also
depends on the operating system — details can be found in the
online documentation on the project’s website.

A list of large-scale DoT and DoH services can be found
at [104].

5.4. Encrypted DNS and DNSSEC

Some people have argued that the use of authenticated, en-
crypted transports for DNS provides additional security as well
as privacy. This is because the encrypted connection prevents on-
path attackers from interfering with the DNS messages (one of
the goals of DNSSEC). Browser vendors have presented this as a
further reason to deploy DoH by default.

Whilst it is true that DoT and DoH do provide message in-
tegrity for the stub to resolver path, the end user is still entirely
reliant upon the resolver operator fully and correctly implement-
ing DNSSEC. If the operator does not, then the user is still at
risk of receiving bogus DNS answers (it is interesting to note
that Mozilla’s TRR policy does not require DNSSEC). No browser
today offers full client-side DNSSEC validation which, if available,
would secure the entire DNSSEC data path from authoritative
to stub regardless of the transport used. In reality the use of
encrypted DNS does not negate the need for DNSSEC, they are two
orthogonal and complementary solutions to improve the DNS.

5.5. Open challenges

DoH/DoT resolver discovery. As noted earlier, current solutions
rely on either pre-configured or user-provided credentials for
known resolvers. So browser and system configurations for en-
crypted DNS still face a major challenge — how to securely
obtain the credentials needed to authenticate a dynamically dis-
covered resolver providing DoT or DoH? There is currently sig-
nificant time and energy being expended on finding a general,
adaptive encrypted DNS discovery mechanism, in fact, a new
working group at the IETF was created in 2019 to specifically
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Fig. 11. Challenges in the integrity of the DNS.
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ackle this challenge [105]. At the time of writing the various use
ases (e.g., home/office/public wi-fi), upgrade models (e.g., auto-
pgrade/user interaction) and security models (e.g., DHCP, PKIX)
re all under active discussion.

uery confidentiality at resolvers. As noted earlier recursive re-
olvers will still see all the queries made by a user and even
hose that follow [102] retain the capability to monitor client
ctivity or may be subject to e.g., warrants requesting user data.
here are some more radical proposals for the stub to recursive
tage of resolution that attempt to provide enhanced privacy for
sers. One proposal is ‘‘Oblivious DNS’’ [106] which replaces a
ingle recursive resolvers with a pair of servers, each with a
ifferent role. The server closest to the client receives encrypted
ueries and forwards them anonymously to the second server.
his second server can decrypt the queries and send an encrypted
esponse back to the first server, which it then relays to the
lient. In this way, no one server has knowledge of both the client
hat asked the query and the content of the query. There is an
bvious latency cost to this approach but without a change to
he fundamental DNS model, the recursive resolver remains a
lear control point, for better or worse. There is a specific variant
f Oblivious DNS for DNS-over-HTTPS. This so-called ‘‘Oblivious
oH’’ (or ODoH for short) is under active standardization in the
ETF [107]. In late 2020, Cloudflare announced an experimental
DoH service for its 1.1.1.1 public DNS resolver [108].

ncryption to authoritatives. We have focussed here on encryp-
ion between the stub and recursive resolver but even with
NAMEminimization there remains data leakage on the recursive
o authoritative path which can compromise user privacy. The
ETF DPRIVE WG [109] was re-chartered in 2019 to additionally
ocus on encrypting the recursive to authoritative stage of resolu-
ion. Again, discovery of authentication credentials is a significant
hallenge here — whilst a stub client is likely to use in the order
f 10s of recursive resolvers even across several networks, a
ecursive resolver must be able to discover the credentials of any
f hundreds of thousands of authoritative name servers it must
ontact in order to resolve the requests it receives if all upstream
ueries are to be protected. This is a non-trivial problem to solve.

. Integrity

After attempting to solve the challenge of confidentiality, we
re still not able to verify that a DNS response is authentic. In
his section, we discuss how the authenticity and integrity of a
NS response can be verified. Fig. 11 gives an overview of the
hallenges in establishing the authenticity and integrity of DNS
esponses and will be used as a guide throughout the first part of
his section.
16
When the DNS was designed in the 1980s, security was not
n important design consideration. At that time, the number of
osts on the Internet was still very small.14 This meant that
nterpersonal trust between operators connected to the Internet
ade it unnecessary to protect the DNS against malicious activity.
s the Internet grew, these implicit early assumptions ceased to
old. Given the importance of the DNS for the Internet, it was
nly a matter of time before the first attacks on the DNS showed
p.
For example, in the Internet gold rush of the 1990s an orga-

ization called ‘‘AlterNIC’’ attempted to compete with the then
egitimate administrators of the DNS, InterNIC. AlterNIC hosted
n alternative DNS hierarchy, in which they introduced new TLDs
n which users could register domain names (at a lower price
han InterNIC charged for domain names). This led to escalat-
ng discussions about who controlled what on the Internet, and
ventually the founder of AlterNIC, Eugene Kashpureff, decided to
ijack InterNIC’s website through a DNS cache poisoning attack.
his class of attack is particularly powerful, as its goal is to falsify
nformation in the cache of a recursive caching name server (i in
ig. 11), which in turn may have many clients depending on it. For
xample, residential Internet users typically use one or more DNS
esolvers provided by their ISP. Injecting false information into
he cache of such resolvers thus potentially affects all customers
f the ISP. Cache poisoning attacks come in different forms and
ew variants still appear from time to time [5,111,112]. All have
he goal to direct users to some unwanted website or service (ii
n Fig. 11), but their details are out of scope of this article. The
ain reasons such attacks succeed is that the DNS provides no
eans for resolvers to verify the authenticity and integrity of the
ata they receive.
Another common attack targets the content of a zone di-

ectly, e.g. by gaining access to the portal in which registrants
onfigure the DNS-settings of their domain name using stolen
redentials [113] (iii in Fig. 11). Therefore it is necessary to not
nly protect DNS responses but also the origin of the response
s well. In this section we will discuss how to do both using the
NS Security Extensions (DNSSEC). We first describe the history
f DNSSEC and then explain how it works and how it prevents
nwanted changes of DNS data.

.1. A brief history of DNSSEC

Development of DNSSEC started in 1994, when work started
n the first RFC in an IETF working group tasked with developing
he DNS Security Extensions. In DNSSEC, records in a DNS zone

14 The number of hosts on the Internet crossed 1000 in 1984, 10,000 in 1987
and 100,000 in 1989 [110].
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domain name TTL class type value
1 example.com. 86400 IN A 93.184.216.34 ← RRset #1
2 example.com. 86400 IN RRSIG A 8 2 86400 . . . ← signature for RRset #1
3 example.com. 86400 IN AAAA 2606:2800:. . . :1946 ← RRset #2
4 example.com. 86400 IN RRSIG AAAA 8 2 86400 . . . ← signature for RRset #2
5 example.com. 86400 IN NS a.iana-servers.net.
6 example.com. 86400 IN NS b.iana-servers.net.

}
← RRset #3

7 example.com. 86400 IN RRSIG NS 8 2 86400 . . . ← signature for RRset #3
8 example.com. 3600 IN DNSKEY 257 3 8 AwEAAdCU. . .
9 example.com. 3600 IN DNSKEY 256 3 8 AwEAAZ0a. . .

}
← Set of public keys

10 example.com. 3600 IN RRSIG DNSKEY 8 2 3600 . . . ← signature over DNSKEY set

Example 5: Example DNSSEC-signed zone snippet for example.com7
Fig. 12. EDNS0 OPT resource record specification. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
his article.)
L
t
D
c
i

re digitally signed. If properly executed, digital signatures cannot
e forged, and can only be created by the entity holding a secret
ryptographic key. These signatures can then be validated by the
ecipient of a DNS message using the public key that accompanies
he secret signing key. If the signature is valid, this proves the
uthenticity of the data in the message, as only the owner of the
ecret key could have created the signature. In addition to this, a
alid signature also proves that the message was not modified in
ransit (the integrity of a message), as any change to the content
f the message would invalidate the signature.
The original specification did not see any significant uptake

y DNS implementors and operators. There was, however, a lot
f feedback on the specification from potential adopters, which
ventually led to a set of three specifications [114–116] published
n 2005 that still form the foundation of the DNSSEC protocol as
t is in use today.

.2. Prerequisites for DNSSEC: Larger DNS messages

DNSSEC adds extra data to DNS messages in the form of digital
ignatures. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the original DNS spec-
fication limits DNS message sizes to a maximum UDP payload
f 512 bytes. This is problematic for DNSSEC. Take, for example,
DNSSEC message that includes one signature and a public key.

f the key used is a 2048-bit RSA key, then the representation of
he signature and key alone would already require more than 512
ytes. For this reason, DNSSEC relies on the so-called Extension
echanisms for DNS, colloquially know as ‘‘EDNS0’’ [117].
The EDNS0 specification adds a way for DNS clients and

ervers to signal to each other that they have additional capabil-
ties. This is done by including a pseudo resource record in the
dditional section of DNS queries and responses, the so-called
PT resource record. Fig. 12 shows a detailed specification of
he OPT record. Two fields in this record (marked in red) are
important for the work in this paper. First of all, the requester’s
17
UDP payload size (encoded in the query class field). This value
indicates to the recipient of an EDNS0 message what the max-
imum message size is that the sender is capable of processing.
Second, the DNSSEC OK (DO) flag. If this flag is set in an EDNS0
message, it indicates the requester wishes to receive DNSSEC data
if available.

Just like DNSSEC, EDNS0 was defined to be backward compati-
ble. Implementations that do not support the OPT resource record
will simply ignore it, or return an error message. This should be
interpreted by the sender of the EDNS0 message as a signal that
the recipient does not support EDNS0.

6.3. DNSSEC signing

DNSSEC signing is performed by the owner of a domain, and
is done at the zone level.

6.3.1. Zone signing
To sign a zone, the signer first needs to generate one or more

cryptographic key pairs. The secret key of the key pair is used to
create the actual signatures, the public key is included in the DNS
zone. The public key will be used by recipients of DNSSEC-signed
responses to validate the signatures included in the response.
Keys are included in DNSSEC-signed zones using the DNSKEY
record type. DNSSEC signatures always cover resource record sets
(RRsets). The concept of RRsets was explained in Section 2.2.2 and
is shown in Example 2. For each RRset a signature is included in
the DNSSEC-signed zone.

Example 5 shows part of a signed zone for example.com.
ines 1, 3 and 5–6 show three RRsets, and lines 2, 4 and 7 show
he signatures over each of these RRsets. Lines 8–9 show the
NSKEY records with the public keys with which the signatures
an be validated. Line 10, finally, shows that all RRsets are signed,
ncluding the DNSKEY set.
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Fig. 13 shows a detailed view on the fields of the RRSIG
resource record type. An actual signature record for ietf.org
was used for illustration purposes. The following fields are shown,
as specified in [115] (from left to right, top to bottom):

• Type covered — indicates the type of the RRset covered
by this signature, in this case the RRset with A records for
ietf.org.
• Algorithm — the signature algorithm used (in this case

RSA PKCS#1 signatures [118] that use the SHA1 hash algo-
rithm15).
• Label count — the number of DNS labels in the name cov-

ered by this signature. This field is used by validators to
distinguish between signatures that cover a single name and
those that cover a wildcard.
• Original TTL — the original TTL of the RRset covered by the

signature. As discussed in step 6 of the DNS resolution pro-
cess (Section 2.2.3), resolvers typically return the remaining
TTL for cached records. Validators that use this data as input
for validation must know the original TTL in order to be able
to validate the signature [116].
• Signature expiration — the time at which the signature

expires, and should be considered invalid. This time is rep-
resented in text as the concatenation of the year, month,
day, hour, minute and second and on the wire as a UNIX
epoch timestamp.16 The signature in the example is thus
valid until October 17, 2020 at 21:44:31 h UTC.
• Signature inception — the time from which the signature

is valid. The signature in the example is thus valid from
October 18, 2019 at 20:44:52 h UTC.
• Key tag — this 16-bit value is meant as a hint to validators

which key should be used to validate the signature. Note
that key tags are not guaranteed to be unique, so should only
serve as a way to select candidate keys for validation.
• Signer’s name — the owner name of the DNSKEY resource

record that validators are supposed to use to validate signa-
tures. Generally, this is the zone name of the zone the RRset
covered by the signature is in.
• Signature data — the actual signature data, the format of

which is specific to the indicated signing algorithm.

6.3.2. Chain of trust
Before a validator can check the validity of signatures, it first

needs to establish that it can trust the public keys it will use
to perform the validation. It would be inconvenient if validators
need to establish the trustworthiness of the public keys in every
signed zone. Therefore, DNSSEC is designed to establish a chain
of trust between parent and child zones. Normally, this chain of
trust extends all the way from the root of the DNS down to an
individually signed record. The chain of trust is established by
creating a reference in the parent to a public key in the signed
zone. This is done using the DS record type. The parent zone

15 An overview of current identifiers for DNSSEC can be found at https:
/www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers/dns-sec-alg-numbers.xhtml.
16 A 32-bit unsigned integer representing the number of seconds elapsed since
anuary 1, 1970, 00:00:00 h UTC.
 o

18
contains one or more DS records, that each reference a public key
in the child zone that is a so-called secure entry point. This secure
entry point is a key that is the root of trust for all signatures in a
zone.

Fig. 14 shows a detailed view of the fields of DNSKEY and DS
records respectively. The example is based on real records for the
ietf.org domain. For DNSKEY records the following fields are
shown:

• Flags — 16-bit field that specifies properties of the key. The
most important flags are encoded in bit 7 and bit 15. Bit 7 is
always set on keys used to sign resource records. If bit 15 is
set, this indicates that the key is considered a secure entry
point. Note that it is not mandatory to set this bit, it is only
intended as a hint to validators. In the example, bits 7 and
15 are set.
• Protocol — indicates the DNSSEC protocol used. This is

always set to 3 for the current DNSSEC protocol [115].
• Algorithm — indicates the signing algorithm. Uses the same

identifiers as the RRSIG record15.
• Public key data — encodes the public key. The encoding is

specific to the cryptographic algorithm that is used.

DS records have the following fields:

• Key tag — the key tag provides a hint about which DNSKEY
record this DS refers to. The key tag is computed in the same
way as the key tag in RRSIG records.
• Algorithm — the algorithm of the DNSKEY this DS record

refers to15.
• Hash algorithm — the hash algorithm used to create a hash

of the public key data in the DNSKEY record this DS refers
to15.
• Hash of public key data — the actual hash of the public key

of the DNSKEY this DS record refers to.

Fig. 15 shows how this all fits together into a trust chain.
he figure shows the trust chain for the example.com domain.
ssuming that a validator wishes to validate the signature over
resource record for www.example.com, they can traverse the

rust chain from that signature all the way up to the signing keys
or the root of the DNS. What the figure also shows is the most
ommon configuration for signed zones, which is to have two
eys. The first key is called the Key Signing Key (KSK). This key is
he secure entry point for the zone and is only used to generate
signature over the DNSKEY RRset. The second key is called the
one Signing Key (ZSK). This key is used to generate the actual
ignatures over the RRsets in the zone. The rationale behind this
ey management model is discussed below when we discuss the
peration of signed zones. Note also that the trust chain always
tarts with a trust anchor. In almost all cases, the trust anchor
s the KSK for the root zone of the DNS. Validating resolvers
ypically have the root trust anchor as one of their configuration
arameters, as they need this anchor to be able to validate all
ther signatures.

https://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers/dns-sec-alg-numbers.xhtml
https://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers/dns-sec-alg-numbers.xhtml
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Fig. 14. DNSKEY and DS record fields.
Fig. 15. DNSSEC chain of trust for example.com.
domain name TTL class type value
1 a.example.com. 86400 IN A 10.0.0.1 ← RRset #1
2 a.example.com. 3600 IN NSEC c.example.com. A
3 c.example.com. 86400 IN A 10.0.0.2
4 c.example.com. 86400 IN AAAA fe80::2

}
← RRset #2

5 c.example.com. 3600 IN NSEC k.example.com. A AAAA
6 k.example.com. 86400 IN TXT ‘‘some remark’’ ← RRset #3
7 k.example.com. 3600 IN NSEC a.example.com. TXT

Example 6: Example of NSEC records in example.com7
n
r
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.3.3. Authenticated denial of existence
DNSSEC guarantees the authenticity of the records in a zone,

nd with that the presence of these records. But what if a record
oes not exist? In the DNS, name servers return a non-existent
omain (NXDOMAIN) response if a record does not exist, but how
an we trust that this is the case? DNSSEC also addresses this
roblem through a mechanism called authenticated denial of exis-
ence. Next to signing records in a zone, DNSSEC also generates
ryptographically signed proofs of non-existence. These allow
alidators to verify that the name and record type in a query, for
hich they have received an NXDOMAIN response, do indeed not
xist.
The original DNSSEC specification [115] defines the Next Se-

ure (NSEC) record for this purpose. When signing a zone, the
igner generates a chain of NSEC records that prove the existence
f gaps in a zone, in which no names exist.
Example 6 shows a toy NSEC chain in the example.com

omain.17 The zone in the example is sorted in canonical order.
or each of the RRsets in the zone, on lines 1, 3–4 and 6 the
orresponding NSEC records are shown. On line 2, the NSEC
record has two strings in its value field. The first string is the next
secure name, in this case c.example.com. What the signer states
with that is that no records for names between ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘c’’ exist

17 Note that for clarity, signatures are not shown.
 t

19
in the example.com zone. The second string lists the types for
which records exist that have ‘‘a’’ as owner, and in this case only
an A record exists (shown on line 1). By showing what records
exist, the signer implicitly asserts that no records of other types
exist with owner name ‘‘a’’. The NSEC record on line 5 shows that
o names exist between ‘‘c’ and ‘k’’ and that only an A and a AAAA
ecord exist for ‘‘c’’. Finally the NSEC chain is completed by the
ecord on line 7, which completes the circle by stating that no
ecords exist between ‘‘k’’ and ‘‘a’’. Since ‘‘a’’ comes before ‘‘k’’ in
anonical order, this wraps the chain.
Soon after the release of the DNSSEC specifications, there was

riticism on the NSEC authenticated denial of existence approach.
hat makes NSEC problematic is that it allows so-called zone
alking. By sending targeted queries for a signed zone that uses
SEC authenticated denial of existence, a querying party can
stablish which names exist in a zone, since the NSEC record
onveniently lists the next secure (and thus existing) name. This
eans it is trivial to enumerate all records in a signed zone that
ses NSEC. Some consider it undesirable that external parties can
earn what names exist in a zone, as this may make it easier to
erform targeted attacks.
To mitigate the problem of zone walking, an alternative mech-

nism was introduced, called NSEC3 [119]. In NSEC3, the next
ecure name is represented as a hash of an owner name, rather

han the name itself. Canonical ordering of NSEC3 records is
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hen done by ordering hash values. This means that trivial zone
alking no longer uncovers names in the zone, but rather hashes
f names in the zone. The details of NSEC3 and NSEC5, which

addresses some shortcomings of NSEC3 are out of scope.

6.3.4. DNS operation of a signed zone
As discussed earlier, DNSSEC signatures have a limited validity.

This means that signatures need to be refreshed at regular inter-
vals. In addition to this, best current practice suggests replacing
signing keys at regular intervals [120,121]. This has consequences
for DNS operators that deploy DNSSEC signing. Where classic
DNS only requires an occasional intervention to change a DNS
zone, DNSSEC requires regular maintenance. Fortunately, there
is mature DNSSEC software that can automate most of these
processes.

First we look at re-signing DNSSEC zones. Most DNSSEC-
capable software implementations can automate this process
for operators. Typically, and as the best current practice [120]
suggests, this means replacing signatures some time before they
expire. This provides operators some respite if, for example,
re-signing fails for some reason (e.g., a software crash).

Second, we look at the regular replacement of keys. This prac-
tice is called key rollover and the best current practice suggests
that this should be done on a regular basis. Again, just like for sig-
nature refreshes, modern DNSSEC software supports automated
key rollover. Fig. 16 shows how this type of automation results
in very regular key rollover patterns. The figure shows all key
rollovers for the nobelprize.org domain between March 2015
and January 2017. KSKs are shown in blue, on top, and ZSKs
are shown in red underneath. As the figure illustrates, the life
cycles of keys overlap. New keys are introduced before they are
used to create signatures, because it takes at least the TTL of
the DNSKEY RRset before all caches will see a newly introduced
key. If signatures with a key are published before the key has
propagated to all caches, this can result in validation failures.
Similarly, keys are removed some time after the last signatures
generated with the key have disappeared from a zone. Again,
this is to allow the TTL on RRsets with signatures made with
the key to be removed to expire. A very important thing to
note is that replacing a secure entry point into a zone generally
requires interaction with the parent zone, because the DS will
also need to be replaced. If the parent zone is a TLD, then this
interaction typically takes place through the Registry-Registrar-
Registrant channel (see Section 2.2.1). This is one of the key
reasons for having a split key model with a KSK and a ZSK. The
KSK can be cryptographically stronger, and longer lived (requiring
fewer interactions with the parent zone), and the ZSK can be
cryptographically weaker, but replaced more often, independent
of the parent zone. There are a number of possible variations
for key rollovers, these are discussed in the IETF’s best current
practice [120]. Finally, we note that key rollovers introduce com-
plexity into DNSSEC that threatens the resilience of the DNS. We

discuss these issues and countermeasures in Section 7. r

20
6.4. DNSSEC validation

The final aspect of DNSSEC is the validation of signatures.
This task is typically performed by DNS resolvers, which are then
referred to as validating resolvers. A validating resolver needs a
trust anchor to be able to validate signatures. As discussed in the
previous section, this trust anchor is normally the KSK for the root
zone of the DNS.

Fig. 17 shows a DNS recursion for www.example.com together
with the signature validations typically performed by a validating
resolver. Each point where a validation takes place is marked by
a red and gold ribbon. The pattern of validations at each level is
similar, and conceptually consists of the following three steps:

1. Fetch the DNSKEY — the resolver needs to know the public
keys to use to validate signatures in the zone.

2. Check DNSKEY against DS and validate RRSIG — to verify
that the DNSKEY that was returned is the one in which the
parent zone expressed trust, the resolver first checks if the
DNSKEY set contains at least one key that matches a DS
record in the parent zone. If that is the case, it validates
the RRSIG record(s) in the response to the DNSKEY query
to ensure that there is also a signature with a matching key
over the DNSKEY RRset.

3. Validate RRSIG in response to actual query — finally, the
resolver will validate the RRSIG record(s) in the response
to the actual query using key(s) from the DNSKEY RRset.

There is one exception to this pattern. The root, of course, does
ot have a parent zone. Rather, whether the root zone returns the
orrect DNSKEY is checked against the trust anchor configured on
he resolver. Validating resolvers will normally cache the result of
ignature validations, to conserve resources.
As discussed at the end of the previous section, DNSSEC cur-

ent best practices suggest to replace signing keys regularly. For
he root, this was scheduled to happen in October 2017 for the
irst time. Such a replacement has consequences for validating
esolvers, as these need to switch to a new trust anchor. The
ETF has specified a protocol for tracking trust anchors as these
re replaced [122] and all modern implementations of validating
esolvers support this protocol. However, when the scheduled
ate approached, doubts were raised whether the vast majority
f resolvers have replaced their trust anchor [123]. These doubts
ere supported by a new protocol that enabled resolvers to
ignal to the operators of the root zone which key they have
onfigured [124]. Results from the protocol indicated that many
esolvers had not picked up the new key and analysis showed
hat, among others, applications using hard-coded trust-anchors
ere one of the contributors [125]. After a postponement of one
ear, for outreach and discussions within the community, the
ctual rollover took place in October 2018 and was considered a
uccess. Nevertheless, a number of DNSSEC related outages were

eported.
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Fig. 17. DNS recursion with validation for www.example.com. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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6.5. DNSSEC deployment

Since the root was signed for the first time in 2010, DNSSEC
adoption is rising, but is still far from being deployed widely.
While, by the time of writing this article, 1388 out of 1527 TLDs
(91%) in the root zone are signed [126], reports claim that more
than 90% of all 2nd level domains are not [127], with a few
exception such as .nl, .no and .se where more than half of all
econd-level domains are signed.
On the validation side, measurements indicate that around

4% of users on the Internet are using a validating resolver [128].
his trend is also driven by the centralization of DNS infras-
ructure, as described in Section 3, where enabling validation
t a few popular DNS providers is affecting many users at the
ame time. During the rollover of the root KSK, one thing that
tood out was that more and more applications implement DNS
esolution, and sometimes also validation [125]. This trend could
ake rollovers in the future more difficult since trust anchors are
till not managed centrally on an operating system, which may
ose challenges for future rollovers.

.6. Zone files

While DNSSEC provides integrity for DNS response messages,
he integrity of zone files (e.g., for a TLD such as .nl or .com)
is equally important. For example, an attacker might change
the www mapping for the domain example.com so visitors who
log on to www.example.com unknowingly send their traffic
through an intermediate server that the miscreant uses to record
their usernames and passwords. Similarly, the attacker could
also change the example.com mail settings so that the inter-
mediate server receives and stores emails sent to any_user@
example.com. Also, attackers could try to avoid detection by
adding a subdomain under the existing legitimate domain (so
called ‘‘domain shadowing’’ [129]).

Unauthorized zone file changes are often the result of a ‘‘do-
main registration hijack’’, which involves an attacker compro-
mising an account of a registration provider (Registry, Registrar,
or Reseller), for instance by using usernames and passwords
obtained from other compromised sites. For high-value domain
names, attackers also employ more advanced techniques such
as spear phishing the staff of a registry to obtain account cre-
dentials [113]. Once the attacker manages to compromise the
account, they use the registration provider’s administrative panel
to change the domain’s records in the DNS, which eventually
 t

21
results in a changed zone file being conveyed to authoritative
name servers.

For DNS providers, registration hijacks are an operational re-
ality. For example, security company FireEye reported a global
domain hijacking campaign in January 2019 that they claimed
affected ‘‘dozens of domains belonging to government, telecommu-
nications and Internet infrastructure entities across the Middle East
and North Africa, Europe and North America’’ and where the ad-
versaries for instance changed the IP addresses of domain names
(the DNS A records) [130]. The Security and Stability Advisory
ommitte (SSAC) at ICANN provides an overview of compromises
f registrant accounts that took place in the past and how they
ere carried out [113].
Registries, Registrars, and Resellers use various techniques to

rotect their registration systems against unauthorized changes,
uch as two-factor authentication and ‘‘domain locks’’, which
re special services that require registrants to provide additional
nformation to prove that they requested a domain name update.
or example, the registry for .nl provides a ‘‘registry lock’’ that
nvolves someone of the registry calling a registrar to confirm that
he registrar requested to change the DNS records of a ‘‘locked’’
omain name.
Another way for an attacker to hijack a domain name is

hrough ‘‘zone poisoning’’, which involves an attack on the zone
ile stored in a name server rather than on the registration sys-
em. Name servers that allow insecure dynamic updates of the
one file are vulnerable to this attack. If the attacker knows the
ame of the zone and of the name server they can replace records
t will. By sending UPDATE requests to the name server, the
ttacker can, for example, update the IP address in an A record of a
omain name, which has the same effect as a domain registration
ijack. An initial measurement study by Korczyński et al. [131]
arried out in 2015–2016 suggests that some 0.06% of domain
ames are still susceptible to zone poisoning. To prevent such
n attack, operators should only allow updates from authorized
ources, as described in Section 7.2.1.

.7. Open challenges

The measures discussed in this section are efficient when pro-
ecting the integrity of DNS messages and the zone file. However,

here remain open challenges that require additional research.
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Fig. 18. Challenges in the availability of the DNS.
Error prone deployment and maintenance. DNSSEC is on the rise
at resolvers and domain names, but the majority are still not
protected. One reason for the lack of deployment is the con-
cern of operators that DNSSEC is too difficult to deploy and
maintain [132,133]. For example, badly timed algorithm rollovers
can cause validating resolvers to consider a domain name as
bogus [120,134]. Protocols to provide telemetry throughout a root
rollover exist [124,135], but their signals are hard to interpret
and can be manipulated [125]. Also, validating resolvers are not
able to differentiate between DNSSEC-related failures and other
failures caused by misconfigurations, making it harder to debug
these issues, even though a recent RFC could address this issue
partially [136]. Thus, reducing the complexity of DNSSEC remains
a major challenge and a roadblock for wider deployment.

Lack of client validation. Deploying DNSSEC validation at re-
solvers is only one piece of the puzzle. In order for stub resolvers
to fully trust the DNS response they are receiving from their re-
solver, they would, ideally, implement DNSSEC validation them-
selves. Such stub resolvers exist [84], but are rarely deployed.
One reason why DNSSEC validation at stub resolvers is missing is
fear of additional round trip times and resolving failures due to
misconfigurations and network middle boxes [137]. Addressing
these bottlenecks could increase DNSSEC validation at clients.

Moving towards quantum-safe signing algorithms. Quantum-
computers have the potential to break all signing algorithms
currently used in DNSSEC in polynomial time [138,139]. Even
though it is not clear yet how long it will still take until this ac-
tually becomes feasible, it is important to evaluate quantum-safe
algorithms for DNSSEC already. These algorithms can have signif-
icantly larger keys and signatures and may be problematic to de-
ploy in DNSSEC. Also in general, transitioning to new algorithms
takes time [140], thus it is necessary to start the assessment of
post-quantum cryptography for DNSSEC early-on [141].

7. Availability

Confidentiality and integrity are only useful if resolvers are
able to retrieve information from the DNS. Because the DNS is
vital for the reachability of almost every service on the Internet,
it needs to be especially resilient against outages. If a resolver
or name server is unavailable, clients may not be able to reach
some or all resources on the Internet. Furthermore, the current
trend towards centralization of services on the Internet makes it
even more important that these central components of the DNS
stay available at all times. A crucial requirement, therefore, is a
DNS which is reachable at any point in time. Attackers try to
make DNS services unavailable, usually either by attacking the
capacity of the individual servers (i in Fig. 18) or the capacity of
their connection to the Internet (ii in Fig. 18).

In this section, we explain how to deploy a DNS service that is
as resilient as possible against partial or total outages and which
22
Table 5
Actions to increase DNS resilience.
Action @Authoritatives @Resolvers

Sufficient capacity ✓ ✓

Multiple NSes ✓ ✗

Anycast ✓ ✓

Monitoring ✓ ✓

Caching ✗ ✓

Hardening ✓ ✓

actions operators of resolvers can take to be more independent
from failures of authoritative name servers. Table 5 summarizes
the measures operators can take that will be discussed in this
section, and whether they apply to authoritative name servers, to
resolvers or to both. The table lists these measures in the order
in which they are discussed in the subsections that now follow.
RFC 6168 [142] provides additional best common practices not in
scope of this article.

7.1. Sufficient capacity

The first point of attention in the context of availability is
that services must be provisioned with sufficient capacity. For the
DNS, that means that authoritative name servers and recursive
resolvers need to be able to receive, process and respond to
regular query loads but also to abnormal query loads, e.g., those
caused by an attacker that wants to overload the server. The In-
ternet community has long realized this need. Take, for example,
RFC 2870 [143], from the year 2000, which recommends that DNS
root servers should be able to handle at least three times their
peak load. An implication of such recommendations is that both
the hardware, on which the name server software is running,
and the link that connects the server to the Internet need to be
adequately dimensioned.

To put that in a modern context, recently, the developers of
Knot DNS – an open source name server implementation – bench-
marked the number of queries that a name server can respond to
before dropping queries [144]. In this work, all major open source
name server implementations were tested. The outcome was
that every authoritative name server implementation can safely
handle at least 500,000 queries per second, directed to a zone
with 1 million domain names running on 5-year old hardware.
The performance of recursive resolvers was slightly lower and
developers of BIND report that their recursive resolver can handle
between 400,000 and 500,000 queries per second and is heavily
influenced by the number of clients and their query pattern [145].
A more recent run of the same benchmark on newer hardware
showed the number of queries software can handle go up to
5 million queries per second without dropping traffic. Tools exist
that operators can use to benchmark their own resolver setup
based on real user traffic [146].
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In addition to legitimate traffic, DNS servers, like other servers
n the Internet, can be threatened by attacks that attempt to
xhaust their link capacity through large volumes of unsolicited
raffic. Considering that anyone can hire attacks that reach mul-
iple gigabits per second for a few dollars [147], DNS operators
hould make sure that their links can cope with at least those
raffic volumes. Recently, however, attacks have reached up to 1.3
B/s and it is not feasible to provide sufficient link capacity [148].
o stop such an attack from exhausting the resources of the server
r the connection, operators can use special DDoS protection
ervices that can filter extraordinarily high query loads and any
ther large volume Internet traffic [149].
While link capacity is important at the macro scale, link prop-

rties at the micro scale are also important for the DNS. In
articular, limits on maximum packet size (e.g. imposed by fire-
alls) and Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size need to be
aken into consideration. The size of a DNS message is limited
o 512 byte in the original specifications [34,35] but can be
xtended, using Extension Mechanisms for DNS (EDNS0) where
096 bytes is a typical limit. A study by Zhu et al. [150] finds
hat 75% of replies to queries for domains on the Alexa Top1000
re at least 738 bytes. Responses signed with DNSSEC increase
he packet size even further. This needs to be taken into account
hen choosing the appropriate connection for the recursive re-
olver or authoritative name server. Concretely, it means that
irewalls must not discard DNS messages over 512 bytes in size,
nd ideally they should also not discard IP fragments. If the latter
s not an option, due to, e.g. fragment-based attack concerns,
hen resolvers and authoritative name servers must be configured
ppropriately to avoid fragmentation, by setting the maximum
DNS0 message size to below the MTU [151,152], and, equally
mportantly, they must ensure that there DNS service is reachable
ver TCP. Recently, vendors of open source DNS software have
ointly decided to change default EDNS0 parameters such that
ragmentation should be avoided altogether [153].

DNS-over-TLS (DoT) and DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) impose ad-
itional resource requirements on name servers and resolvers.
hereas traditionally most DNS queries are sent via UDP, DoT

nd DoH exclusively operate using TCP and encrypt and decrypt
raffic. Zhu et al. [150] show that a resolver with 24k active TCP
essions requires 3.6 GB of RAM and an authoritative name server
ith the same number of connections requires twice as much.
ttackers may try to open more TCP connections to increase
erver load and operators should take countermeasures, e.g. lim-
ting the total number of TCP connections and reusing existing
onnections [154].

.2. Multiple servers

Increasing the capacity of a single server and the use of DDoS
rotection services do not sufficiently reduce the chances of an
utage. Luckily, the DNS allows the use of multiple recursive
esolvers and to distribute a zone across multiple authoritative
ame servers. In that way multiple authoritative name servers
hare query load and stand in for each other in case of a partial
utage. Authoritative name servers that are defined in a zone
ile are equal and a recursive resolver that requests information
rom that zone decides to which authoritative name servers it
ends its queries. Recursive resolvers use different strategies to
elect an authoritative name server but in general name servers
hat respond faster receive more queries [11]. When one of the
uthoritative name servers becomes unavailable, resolvers move
n to another one [155].
Therefore, secondary name servers should be placed such

hat one network outage does not affect the availability of the
one [156].
23
7.2.1. Distribute the zone
Every authoritative name server of a zone needs to serve

the same content. If not, clients might be served outdated in-
formation, which, in case of a DNSSEC-signed zone, could even
cause validation failures. Zones are distributed in-band using the
DNS protocol and out of band using other Internet protocols or
non-standardized APIs and user interfaces. Traditionally there
exist two ways to distribute a zone to other name servers in-
and: Authoritative Transfer (AXFR) and Incremental Transfer
IXFR) [157,158]. With AXFRs it is necessary to transfer the whole
one, whereas IXFRs transfer only the changes since the last
ransfer. Both transfers are initiated by the server that wants to
etch the latest version of the zone, the so called secondary. It
nitiates a transfer by sending a query with query type AXFR or
IXFR to the server from which it wants to fetch the zone, the so
called primary. In case of an AXFR the queries are sent using TCP
and the server will respond with every record in the zone, starting
with the SOA record. When the last record is sent, the transfer is
completed by sending the SOA record once more. In case of an
IXFR, the requesting server can also use UDP as a transport and
includes its latest known serial number from the SOA in its query.
This helps the primary determine the difference between the old
and current version of the zone. If the primary can fulfill the
IXFR request, it will only respond with the difference between the
version that the secondary has and the current state. Especially
for large zones, IXFR can significantly reduce the time it takes to
update the zone.

Usually, AXFRs and IXFRs are initiated by the requesting name
server, e.g. after some timer has expired. With a DNS NOTIFY
message the primary name server can also advise a secondary
that the data of a zone has changed, and that a new version
should be fetched [159]. NOTIFY announcements are DNS queries
that include the SOA record of the updated zone, allowing a
secondary to determine if it indeed needs to fetch an update.

Often, zone transfers should be limited to trusted name servers
only. Therefore, primary and secondary name servers can share
a secret key used for mutual authentication using the TSIG pro-
tocol [160]. TSIG relies on a resource record that is added to
the AXFR and IXFR message, containing a cryptographic hash of
the message content. Another common setup used to increase
operational security is the use of a so-called ‘‘hidden primary’’. In
this setup, the primary server is not visible to the public Internet
and also not listed in the zone itself [120]. Because the primary
name server is not reachable over the Internet, it is less exposed
to external events that cause outages. Note, that a zone transfer is
typically not encrypted and an attacker who is able to read traffic
between the name servers could read the content of a zone during
transfer. To address this, RFC 9103 [161] standardizes transfers
over Top Level Domain (TLD).

7.2.2. Picking the right number of NSes
To understand, how many name servers a zone should have

we looked at common deployments in the wild. Using data from
the DNS measurement platform OpenINTEL [162] we measure the
number of servers that are configured at the root, TLDs, and sec-
ond level domains of .com, .net, .org .nl and .se, as well as of
omains from the Alexa Top 1M list [163]. The root servers have
3 different authoritative name servers. ICANN requires that each
LD delegated at the root has at least 2 different name servers,
ut most TLD operators choose to have at least 4 authoritative
ame servers. For second-level domain names, having two name
ervers is the most common.
The query load to each individual name server can be dis-

ributed with load-balancing software. Then, the IP address of a
ame server in a zone file points to a server on which a load
alancer runs, not a name server. This software then decides,
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Fig. 19. Example of a Name Server distributed across two anycast sites.

.g. depending on the current load or query type, to which name
erver, hidden behind the load balancer, the query is forwarded.
his can prevent individual name servers from becoming over-
oaded and increases the availability of a zone even further.
n general, operators need to decide for each zone individually
ow much redundancy is required. As an absolute minimum,
ach zone should have at least different two authoritative name
ervers.

.2.3. Redundant resolvers
So far, we have mainly discussed having multiple authoritative

ame servers to host a zone. On the side of recursive caching
ame servers, however, redundancy is also important. Because
f the impact of a recursive resolver failing – unavailability of
NS resolution services is typically perceived as ‘‘the Internet is
roken’’ – it is generally highly advisable to make multiple re-
ursive resolvers available to the users of a network. To this end,
perators may want to set up two or more recursive resolvers in
heir networks and configure both at their clients. If one recursive
esolver does not respond to queries the stub resolver that is part
f the operating system of the client will automatically query the
ext configured resolver after some timeout. Also here, multiple
ecursive resolvers can be made available through a central load
alancer.

.3. Anycast

Besides deploying multiple name servers, each name server
an also be replicated across multiple physical sites using any-
ast [164]. With anycast (and in comparison to unicast), multi-
le authoritative name servers share the same IP address, even
hough they are deployed at different locations around the world.

Fig. 19 shows two name servers, both located in the same
P prefix but in two different physical locations. The Internet’s
nter-domain routing protocol, Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), is
esponsible for directing a DNS query from the recursive resolver
n the left to one of the sites on the right. Because for this resolver
he site in Amsterdam is reachable via only a single hop (AS2 in
ig. 19) BGP’s shortest path routing directs the query there. If the
ath to this site becomes unavailable, e.g. by congestion caused
y a DDoS attack, the query is directed to the site in New York.
Such a setup can drastically increase the resilience of a DNS

ervice against DDoS attacks and local network issues. For ex-
mple, in 2015 the DNS root servers were targeted by a DDoS
ttack which caused some sites of the root to be overloaded. This
aused traffic to shift and be distributed across other sites and
ept service of the root servers online [165].

.3.1. Placing the nodes
Deploying and operating anycast name servers is more chal-

enging than operating a few unicast name servers. First, an
perator has to decide how many nodes an anycast network
hould consist of. The more nodes are spread across networks
24
and sites, the more resilient the anycast network becomes. The
placement of the nodes further depends on their optimal catch-
ment. Ideally, each node serves an equal share of clients, such
that load is distributed evenly. Global vantage points, such as the
RIPE Atlas network, or tools like Verfploeter [166] allow operators
to understand how many clients reach each node if they send a
query to the name server. Operators can use techniques like AS-
path pre-pending to steer traffic from clients from one catchment
to another and thereby optimize their anycast network [167,168].

In addition to providing sites that are reachable globally, op-
erators can also configure anycast sites in a way such that they
are only reachable from within certain networks. This practice
is called local scope anycast [164]. By, for example, adding a
special label (a so-called community) to the BGP announcement,
operators can limit the propagation of their announcement. Such
sites are isolated from the larger Internet, which limits their
attack surface.

The increasing centralization of the Internet requires operators
to place their nodes carefully. Moura et al. [165] observed during
the DDoS attack against the root servers that even root server
instances that were not attacked suffered from collateral damage
because of shared infrastructure.

Today, all root servers and many authoritative servers of TLDs
are distributed using anycast. The 13 root servers are distributed
across between 2 and 194 sites [169]. Sommese et al. report that
97% of all TLDs and 62% of 2nd-level domain names in their
dataset use anycast at least one of their name servers [170]. Some
TLDs, such as .nl rely on a setup that uses a mix between global
and local anycast [171].

7.3.2. Anycast at resolvers
Next to authoritative name servers, recursive resolvers can

also be deployed using anycast. Especially large public resolvers,
such as the ones from Google or Cloudflare, use dozens of sites, all
reachable under the same IP address to decrease response times
for queries and distribute load [52,172].

7.4. Monitoring

DNS service operators need to monitor the performance and
reachability of their name servers continuously. This is especially
necessary when a large number of servers and sites are deployed.
Only then will they be able to detect attacks or configuration
issues that can threaten the availability of their DNS service.

Under normal operations internal monitoring is necessary to
monitor the utilization of the host machine as well as the per-
formance of the name server software. The former can be done
with tools that the host OS provides, for the latter tools such as
DSC [173] and logs of the resolver software can be used. Operators
should look out for everything ‘‘out of the ordinary’’, like an
increase in query load (overall or for certain query types) or an
unusually high CPU load. Additionally, we recommend monitor-
ing DNS services externally as well. Measurement networks, such
as RIPE Atlas, allow measuring response times and routing paths
towards the name servers from thousands of vantage points,
which gives a good indication how clients perceive the service
from outside. During major operational changes, such as DNSSEC
key rollovers, additional monitoring might be required. For ex-
ample, Müller et al. developed a measurement methodology to
monitor DNSSEC rollovers to detect failures early and thereby
prevent that a zone might become unreachable [134].

7.5. Caching

Even in case no authoritative name server is reachable, in-
formation in the DNS might still be available because a resolver
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tores the response from a name server for some time in its local
ache. In general, the more users share the use of a single cache,
he bigger the fraction of queries that can be answered from
he cache. It is not uncommon for the cache hit rate on busy
esolvers to exceed 90%. The TTL of the received record defines
ow long a record may be stored in the cache, as explained in
able 3. Because the resolver is spared having to execute another
ecursion, not only the response time and the query load is
educed, but also the availability of the DNS is improved. As long
s a resolver has the record cached, it does not matter whether
he corresponding authoritative name server is available or not —
he record can still be served.

.5.1. Caching during a DDoS
The longer a TTL of the record, the longer an outage of an

uthoritative name server can last before the resource connected
o the requested record becomes de facto unreachable. In the
est case, if a resolver has fetched a resource record just before
he authoritative name server becomes unreachable, clients can
e served with the record for almost the whole period of the
TL. Resolvers are not forced to cache records for the whole
ime period of a TTL but can drop records earlier, e.g., because
f limited capacity in the cache or other operational decisions.
owever, using a controlled experiment with more than 15,000
esolvers Moura et al. have demonstrated that 50% of observed
esolvers implement caching in a way that allows clients to ride
ut outages that last no longer than the TTL [174].

.5.2. Finding the right TTL
Operators that want to configure the TTLs of their DNS records

eed to find the right balance between a long TTL, which reduces
uery load and provides protection during a DDoS, and a short
TL that provides them with the flexibility to do efficient load
alancing or to carry out operational changes in their DNS in-
rastructure. For example, operators might want to change the
P address of a web server in order to shift load to another
ne. This only works if resolvers query for the associated record
requently, which can only be achieved with low TTLs. Looking at
TL deployments in the wild, using our own measurements [10],
e see that the operators of the root have configured a TTL of
000 h for their NS records. This value is chosen because the
uthoritative name servers of the root zone almost never change
nd no dynamic changes to the zone are necessary. TLD operators
se a median TTL of 24 h, because they do not change the IP
ddresses of their name servers either. However the operators of
he 1 million most popular domain names set the TTL of their
records to 300 s or lower in 50% of the cases. This low TTL

llows them to shift load to different servers dynamically, but also
akes them more vulnerable in case their name servers become
nreachable. After 300 s the A record is already dropped from the
ache and clients would not be able to reach an underlying service
e.g. a website) anymore, even though the web server might be
till available. Operators need to find the right TTL that is suitable
or their use case and that balances agility with stability.

.5.3. TTL at resolvers
Recently, a standard has been adopted that allows resolvers to

erve cached records beyond the TTL in case authoritative name
ervers become unreachable [175]. If a resolver that implements
his standard receives a query for an expired record it first tries
o fetch it again from the name servers. If that fails, it serves the
tale record instead. Even before serving stale records became
n official standard there are indications that operators already
mplemented it in their resolvers [174].

The effectiveness of caching may also be affected by the mod-
rn DNS extension ‘‘Client Subnet’’, used by content delivery net-
orks to tailor responses based on the resolver’s client [94]. With
25
this extension, authoritative name servers can define for which
networks a response is valid and resolvers respond from cache
only if the query comes from a client located in the specified
network.

7.6. Hardening

Finally, when the authoritative servers are deployed and the
zone is distributed to every server it is important to harden them
in a way in which they do not enable DDoS attacks as well.

.6.1. Limit the response rate
DNS responses are usually larger than DNS queries which

akes authoritative name servers attractive as an amplifier in
Denial of Service (DoS) attack. In such an attack, the attacker
ends high amounts of queries towards a name server, using a
poofed source IP address of the victim. The response of the name
erver is then sent directly to the victim’s IP, which can exhaust
heir capacity and take them off-line. We explain DDoS attacks
n more detail in Section 8. To make name servers less attractive
or being misused in such attacks, one common countermeasure
s to limit the rate at which a server responds to queries, so-
alled Response Rate Limiting (RRL). In its most basic form, name
ervers keep track of the number of repeated queries per resolver.
f one resolver sends too many repeated queries in a pre-defined
ime window (between a few seconds and several minutes),
esponses are dropped or truncated (forcing the resolver to fall
ack to TCP) [176]. This makes the name server a less attractive
ccomplice in amplification attacks.

.6.2. Reduce the record size
Another countermeasure, that goes hand in hand with RRL, is

o reduce the overall size of response packets. Because attackers
ant to achieve the biggest impact, they query for records that
ave the largest message size. Commonly abused query types are
NY queries. The response to such a query contains all records
f every type for the queried name, including DNSSEC records.
ecause responses for DNSSEC-signed domains are typically the
argest, attackers nowadays favor the use of DNSSEC-signed do-
ains in amplification attacks. To reduce the response size of
NSSEC-signed records, operators can use modern, elliptic-curve-
ased algorithms that have smaller key-sizes and signatures [177,
78]. Moreover, some operators give severely reduced answers
o queries of type ANY [179]. In Section 8.1 we describe in more
detail how large RRs can be an enabler for powerful DDoS attacks.

7.6.3. Access control
Especially for operators of recursive resolvers it is important to

decide whether they want to serve queries from everyone on the
Internet or just from a limited set of clients. Resolvers that serve
queries for every client are called open resolvers and are often
misused in the previously mentioned amplification attacks [180].
Unless an operator takes countermeasures, like RRL, we recom-
mend limiting the clients that are allowed to send queries to a
resolver. Also, accepting only queries via TCP prevents queries
where the source IP address is spoofed. This is, for example,
the case when resolvers support only DoH or DoT, since both
protocols are TCP-only.

7.7. Open challenges

All of the described approaches help to keep DNS highly avail-
able. However, 100% availability is very hard to achieve.
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Fig. 20. Challenges with the abuse of the DNS.
Vulnerability to DoS attacks. The capacity and intensity of DDoS
attacks is rising continuously. Planning enough capacity is thus
not feasible. Techniques already exist to increase redundancy in
the DNS across multiple servers or sites, but can hardly pre-
vent local outages. Efforts exist to make the DNS itself more
distributed [175,181], but those are not widely deployed and are
controversial.

Risks of centralization. Large DNS providers often have enough
capacity to cope with larger DDoS attacks. However, if such a
provider is failing, e.g. due to an attack, or configuration error, the
impact can be significant causing outages of thousands of domain
names and for millions of users [61]. Additionally, these providers
have visibility into the query behavior of a large share of users,
raising privacy concerns. In the last years, more and more domain
names are hosted at a few service providers and a few resolving
services become indispensable for the Internet [182]. Maintain-
ing a distributed DNS is therefore crucial but remains an open
challenge.

Realistic monitoring vantage points. Monitoring is crucial to dis-
cover outages or badly-performing instances. However, monitor-
ing from the point of view of the clients remains challenging.
Operators can, for example, rely on external vantage points [183],
ICMP probes towards all IP addresses [166] in use, or TCP trans-
mission metrics of the own client base [184]. These methods
still give an incomplete picture, e.g. because of a limited num-
ber of vantage points or too infrequent measurements, therefore
alternatives should still be explored.

8. Abuse

Before we look into how the DNS compares to other naming
systems, we will discuss DNS abuse. The DNS is nowadays both
the target of attacks (e.g. cache poisoning), and the means for con-
ducting attacks (e.g. DDoS attacks). Security measures therefore
fall in two categories: securing the DNS itself to increase confi-
dentiality, message integrity and availability, or addressing the
security implications DNS brings to the Internet as a whole. In this
section we focus on the latter. We investigate the role DNS plays
in attacks, and we highlight when the DNS provides information
supporting the detection of these types of attacks. This follows
the rationale that if an attack misuses the DNS in some way, these
patterns are likely to become visible. We identify three possible
roles the DNS can play in attacks (see Table 6): attack facilitation,
in which the attack is impossible without DNS, e.g. misleading
users to visit a phishing website (i in Fig. 20); communication,
in which DNS forms the communication medium, e.g. controlling
a large number of bots (ii); and exacerbation, in which the DNS
worsens the attack, by increasing the damage towards the victim,
e.g. in a DDoS attack against a legitimate website (iii). In many of
these cases, an authoritative name server is under the control of
the attacker (iv). In the remainder of this section, we discuss these
three categories to examine the role DNS plays in each of them.
26
8.1. Attack facilitation

The DNS plays a facilitating role when the attack becomes
impossible to perform without the DNS. For example, some forms
of DDoS attacks abuse DNS servers to reflect and amplify traffic
to the victim.

In this subsection, we discuss two types of attack that are
facilitated by the DNS, namely DDoS and fraud attacks.

DDoS attacks. DDoS attacks are a popular method of forcing a
victim off-line, either by exploiting a protocol vulnerability or
service functionality (semantic attacks), or by overwhelming the
victim with traffic (volumetric attacks). The DNS is misused in
volumetric attacks. Fig. 21 shows an example of such an attack,
namely a DNS-based reflection and amplification attack. An attacker
sends spoofed DNS queries to one or more open resolvers (re-
flectors) or authoritative name servers. The attacker often does
so indirectly, using a swarm of compromised machines (‘‘bots’’).
Running DNS over UDP allows the IP source to be spoofed in the
DNS query. The open resolvers consequently send the response to
the victim (reflection). It is important to note that the misused re-
solvers often engage in the full resolution process, if the response
is not yet cached, which means that attack-related traffic trickles
all the way up in the DNS hierarchy. A second factor in this type of
attack is amplification. The amplification factor, defined in Eq. (1),
therefore plays a key role: a higher amplification factor means
the attacker is able to induce more traffic for a given query size,
in this way preserving their resources while leaving the burden
of creating high volumes of attack traffic to the reflectors. The
final volume of traffic sent towards the victim in a reflection
and amplification attack is therefore influenced not only by the
number of participating hosts (bots and reflectors), but also by
the amplification factor. To summarize, the attack facilitating role
of the DNS in a reflection and amplification attack is twofold.
First, DNS resolvers act as reflector; and second, the data in the
DNS enables amplification. We focus on these two aspects in the
following paragraphs.

amplification factor =
response size
query size

(1)

It is clear that open resolvers play a key role in DDoS reflection
and amplification attacks. Without such resolvers, this type of
attack would in fact not exist. This also means that open resolvers
provide a way to measure DDoS amplification attacks in the
wild. Researchers have approached this by creating fictitious open
resolvers that minimally participate in the amplification but that
are monitored to retrieve data on the attacks. Two projects are
leading in this field. First, the University of Saarland AmpPot
project [185] is a network of tens of amplifying honeypots [186]
designed to track amplification attacks. The project focused on
a plethora of protocols, among which the DNS, through passive
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Table 6
Role of DNS in attacks.

Attack facilitation Communication Exacerbation

DDoS ✓ ✗ ✓

Fraud ✓ ✗ ✓

Botnets ✗ ✓ ✓

Worms ✗ ✓ ✓

Spam ✗ ✗ ✓
Fig. 21. Example of a DNS reflection and amplification attack.
easurement. Analysis of honeypot data allows to acquire a
ongitudinal view of amplification attacks, as well as information
bout, in the case of DNS, which queries and domains are mis-
sed. AmpPot data has supported a wide range of research, such
s the attribution of DDoS attacks [186], the relation between
eflection attacks and Booters [187] and in general the charac-
erization of DDoS attacks [149,188]. Similarly, the Cambridge
ybercrime Centre18 runs a network of amplifying honeypots
ith the goal of monitoring attack behavior [189]. Both projects
tem from the observation that attackers regularly scan the IPv4
nternet space for amplifiers (open resolvers in the case of DNS).
he results discussed in Fachkha et al. [190] suggest that, beside
canning, high-rate DNS reflection and amplification attacks may
lso forgo the scanning phase, and only rely on a combination
f spoofed requests to random IP addresses as reflector. With a
ufficient number of requests, the attackers are in this way also
ble to trigger open resolvers.
An attacker can leverage the data in the DNS to achieve am-

lification by typically choosing a domain known to return large
esponses (e.g. a DNSSEC-signed domain, or a domain with a large
XT record size). DNSSEC itself (see Section 6) has been matter of
ebate if the benefits to integrity would not be accompanied by
higher potential for DDoS reflection and amplification attacks.
an Rijswijk-Deij et al. [177] investigated the effect of DNSSEC
ith regard to the amplification factor through analysis of ac-
ive DNS measurements. This research compares the achievable
mplification factor for DNSSEC-signed domains compared to
nsigned domains, for a diverse set of query types. The authors
efine an acceptable upper limit for the amplification factor as
he amplification factor achieved in regular DNS for the shortest
uery (x.com in the case of [177]) and the maximum response

18 https://www.cambridgecybercrime.uk/.
27
size (512 bytes in regular DNS). This leads to an acceptable
upper limit for the amplification factor of approximately 22.3.
The acceptable upper limit is used as a cut-off point between
amplification inherent in the DNS itself and any other form of
amplification due to DNS extensions. Query types individually
fall within the acceptable limit except for the ANY query, both
for unsigned domains as well as DNSSEC-signed domains. The
average amplification factor of unsigned ANY queries is 5.9, while
the amplification factor of DNSSEC signed ANY queries is 47.2.
This leads to the conclusion that DNSSEC, although it can be
misused, is not per se an enabler for DDoS reflection and am-
plification attacks. The paper moreover indicates how restricting
ANY queries would already partially solve the problem of abusing
(DNSSEC) domains. Due to the lack of legitimate uses, Cloudflare
announced in 2015 [191] that it was phasing out the ANY query.
Nowadays, no answer is received when querying 1.1.1.1 for
type ANY. Google’s open DNS resolvers, however, do respond to
ANY queries, showing that opinions on the use of ANY queries are
not unanimous.

A different way of achieving large responses is to query do-
mains specifically crafted for this use. We have seen evidence,
in active DNS measurements, of domains specifically crafted to
ensure a large ANY size [192]. Fig. 22 shows an example of
this behavior and compares a crafted domain against a legiti-
mate example (google.com). The figure shows that the number
of records and the estimated amplification size (as carried, for
example, in a query of type ANY) was modest until the middle
of March 2015. From that time the domain has been inflated,
specifically by adding more than 200 A records and reaching an
estimated ANY size of 3500 bytes. This coincides with the time
window in which the domain is used in DDoS attacks, based on
data from the AmpPot project [185]. After the attack window
ends, in September 2015, the domain deflates. This behavior

https://www.cambridgecybercrime.uk/
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Fig. 22. Evolution of a DDoS domain over time compared to google.com.
Table 7
Examples of the different types of domain name squatting for the youtube[.]com domain name,
from [193].
Domain name Squatting type

youtube[.]com Original domain
youtubee[.]com Typosquatting
youtubg[.]com Bitsquatting
youtube-login[.]com Combosquatting
yewtube[.]com Homophone-Based squatting
Y0UTUBE[.]com Homograph-Based squatting
xn--youube-k17b[.]com IDN Homograph-Based Squatting (renders to yout.ube[.]com)
suggests that the rapid increase in the number of records within
a domain is a sign of impending misuse in DDoS attacks.

Fraud attacks. The goal of fraud attacks is obtaining credentials
of victims, or tricking them into transferring money towards
the attacker. Typically, scammers clone an existing website, for
example the website of a bank, to encourage victims to enter their
credentials. The domain name forms a crucial part of these scams.
Attackers aim to register a domain name which closely resembles
the target domain. For example g00gle.com is visually similar to
oogle.com.19
The practice of registering domains which closely resemble

ell-known domains is commonly called ‘‘domain squatting’’ or
‘cybersquatting’’ [194]. Common techniques within the field of
omain squatting are listed in Table 7.
With typosquatting the attacker replaces characters from the

arget domain, relying on the notion of victims possibly making a
ypo when typing the target domain name. For example a user
ay type ebau.com instead of typing ebay.com. This type of
ttack relies on the fact that humans make errors, specifically
hen typing a domain name in, for example, their web browser.
The idea behind bitsquatting is similar to typosquatting. How-

ver, the mistake, in this case, results from a memory fault in
he victims’ machine. In principle domains created following the
itsquatting idea differ a single bit from the target domain: for
xample youtubg.com differs a single bit (compared to the ASCII
haracter ‘e’) from the original youtube.com.
In combosquatting the original target domain is unmodified.

ombosquatters either prepend or append words to the origi-
al domain. Combosquatting domains are notoriously difficult to
etect because the practice of registering domains that closely
esemble a target domain is not per se malicious, and companies
se it either to diversify services, or to protect their own trade-
ark from misuse. An example is the domain youtubego.com,

hat contains the trademark YouTube, but is not malicious [195].
The last class of squatting for Table 7 concern domains which

re audibly (Homophone-Based) similar or visually (Homograph-
ased) similar. The examples given for homophone and homo-
raph based squatting are, for a human, discernible, with some

19 g00gle.com is owned by Google to prevent scammers from phishing
ttacks using this domain.
28
effort. However, the introduction of Unicode characters in do-
main names (IDN) has made this squatting more complex to
notice. IDNs allow Unicode characters to be used in ASCII-based
domain names. There are Unicode characters which are visually
indistinguishable from their ASCII counterpart. IDN Homograph-
Based squatting, once rendered, is much more difficult to distin-
guish from the original domain, and the presence of a non-ASCII
character can easily escape the user’s attention.

The DNS facilitates cybersquatting attacks, because registering
domains which closely resemble other domains is not prohibited.
However, the practice is well understood and the ICANN itself
supports registrants that become the victim of squatting attacks
with a Uniform Domain-Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP).

Detecting cybersquatting domains is typically done by ana-
lyzing the domain name itself. For example, Wang et al. [196]
developed five models, reported in Table 8, with the aim of
predicting which typosquatting domain may exist for a given
target domain.

Bitsquatting domains may be detected by taking a target do-
main and evaluating all the permutations of bitflips for each
character. Resulting domains which are not according to DNS
specifications can be discarded. Following this approach, the au-
thors of [197] were able to track the evolution of bitsquatting
domains over the period of 270 days. During this period, they
detected 5366 different bitsquatting domains targeting 491 out
of the Alexa Top 500 domains.

Combosquat domains are typically detected via a predefined
list of trademarks. Because this type of squatting leaves the trade-
mark intact, matching domain names with the trademark is an ef-
fective way of identifying suspicious domains. However, as men-
tioned, companies frequently register combosquat-like domains
using their trademark themselves [193,195], making distinguish-
ing between malicious and benign domains difficult. Augmenting
the domain names with additional data (e.g., from the DNS, but
also Whois or Autonomous System (AS) information) may help
distinguish legitimate from malicious domains. This is because
legitimate domains are likely to be clearly linked to the AS and
address space of the mother company, while suspicious ones are
likely to be associated with other parts of the address space.
Maroofi et al. [198] present a method for detecting defensive
registrations which can be applied in this scenario.
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Table 8
Generative models for typosquatting domains [196].
Name Description Example

Missing-dot typos The ‘‘.’’ following ‘‘www’’ is removed. wwwSouthwest.com
Character-omission typos Characters are omitted one at a time. Diney.com, MarthSteward.com
Character-permutation typos Consecutive characters are swapped one pair at a time. NYTiems.com

Character-replacement typos Characters are replaced one at a time and the replacement is selected from the set of adjacent
to the given character on the standard keyboard.

DidneyWorld.com

Character-insertion typos Characters are inserted one at a time and the inserted character is chosen from the set of
characters adjacent to either of the given pair on the standard keyboard.

WashingtonPoost.com,
Googlle.com
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By splitting words from a domain and replacing these with
ords from a homophone replacement database, the authors
f [199] are able to detect homophone squatting domains with
igh accuracy. However, their approach was based on English
ictionaries, making the approach ineffective for other languages.
Detection of IDN homoglyph domains is typically carried out

ased on the homoglyph character matching contained in so-
alled confusable tables (e.g. the Unicode Confusables20 and UC-
imList0.821). The work of Suzuki et al. [200] proposes an new
onfusable table, called SimChar, that extends the existing pub-
icly available tables and that can be automatically extended
f new homoglyphs are identified. The authors also provide a
haracterization of homoglyph registrations in the wild and how
hose are abused. Similarly, Yazdani et al. [201] propose a novel
onfusion table that builds on existing work and improves de-
ection by a factor of almost 3× compared to state-of-the-art
onfusion tables.
The detection methodologies discussed here can make use of

oth passive and active DNS measurements, as long as the do-
ain names are present. Active measurements may give a better
verview of which squatting domains are registered, whereas
assive measurements give an indication of the number of re-
uests a squatting domain receives.

.2. Communication

The DNS resolution process does not only map a name to the
esource records related to it, but it can also be seen as a way of
elivering information (communication) to the final user. Since
NS requests and answers are rarely dropped at a firewall, the
NS is an appealing communication medium for attackers. The
NS can therefore also play a ‘‘communication’’ role in an attack.
n this subsection, we examine the communication role of DNS in
otnets and worms (see Table 6).

otnets. A botnet is a collection of hosts under the control of a
otmaster. The botmaster typically controls the botnet through a
ommand and Control (C&C) server. The attacker can use the bot-
et to perform DDoS attacks, send spam, host phishing websites,
r steal sensitive data. These modes of operation and common
ses of a botnet are highlighted in the survey by Li et al. [202].
omputers may be infected by botnet malware through Web
ownloads, mail attachments, or through automatic scanning
nd exploitation of vulnerabilities. Understanding the method
n which botnets obtain their commands from a C&C server
s crucial in detecting botnets effectively. In the survey, three
ain communication models are identified. The first model is a
entralized C&C model. Here a central point forwards messages
etween clients. The second model, is based on peer-to-peer com-
unication. Messages are forwarded in a peer-to-peer fashion,
etween peers directly instead of via a central node, to each of the
onnected clients. This communication model is harder to detect

20 https://unicode.org/Public/security/.
21 http://people.csail.mit.edu/ayf/IRI/UCSimList/UCSimList/UC_SimList0.8.txt.
 a

29
than the centralized model, since no centralized host exists from
where the communication originates. The third communication
model, is an unstructured model. Here bots will not actively con-
tact other bots or the botmaster, but the bots listen for incoming
connections from the botmaster.

Getting commands across from botmaster to botnet is fun-
damental for the success of the botnet. There are two main
requirements for this communication. First, the communication
needs to happen covertly, as the botmaster aims at staying unde-
tected for the longest time possible. Second, the communication
needs be robust against takedown attempts of the C&C server.

Encoding C&C messages in DNS messages creates a covert
channel for botnet communications. At the time of writing this
paper, this practice seems to be rare, with the notable example
of the DNSMessenger malware [203,204]. Connections to the C&C
server in the case of the DNSMessenger are always initiated
by the infected host, making this a case of centralized botnet.
However, the peculiarity of the DNSMessenger malware is that
it leverages the DNS to set up a bidirectional covert channel
with the C&C server. The malware encodes C&C connection and
instruction messages in TXT records. According to the security
nalysts in [203,204], this malware sample shows that botnet
evelopers are willing to go the extra mile to remain undetected.
NSMessenger has shown that nowadays DNS traffic within cor-
orate networks should also be considered among the standard
rotocols that might hide a covert channel, and therefore more
ttention should be placed on DNS monitoring.
Botnets that use the DNS as a communication method may be

etected by analyzing the (DNS) behavior of the bots themselves,
r analyzing the type of replies they receive. Both the behavior
nd replies can be observed in passive DNS measurements.
Arguably bots running the same malware will show com-

arable DNS behavior [205]. Such behavior may stand out in
ggregated DNS data. For example, domains queried by multi-
le clients at approximately the same time may indicate botnet
ehavior, especially if the query is for a non-existent domain.
urthermore, in the case where the C&C hides behind a Domain
eneration Algorithm (DGA) domain (generated domains often
ased on, among other inputs, time, see [206] for an in-depth
verview of different algorithms), bot behavior may be visible
ince a bot will send out many queries before contacting an
P address. An example of such a domain, generated by the
ecurs DGA family, is ‘bpwencsdvrjxji[.]pro’ [207]. With DGAs
he domain name may also be the basis of detection. Hoang
t al. [208], for example, trained machine learning classifiers on
eatures originating from n-grams of the domain name.

Another approach is analyzing the type of responses clients re-
eive. Responses indicating name errors (NXDOMAIN, for example)
ay indicate a bot attempting to reach an older C&C domain, or
C&C server via a DGA approach [209]. Antonakakis et al. clus-

ered hosts where their DNS queries exhibited abnormally large
umbers of NXDOMAIN replies from passive DNS measurements.
These detection approaches typically use passive DNS mea-

urements as they focus on the behavior of bots which is observ-

ble in passive measurements and not in active measurements.

https://unicode.org/Public/security/
http://people.csail.mit.edu/ayf/IRI/UCSimList/UCSimList/UC_SimList0.8.txt
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etection of these algorithmically generated domains can be done
ia the analysis of NXDOMAIN responses [209], but also through
nalysis of individual domain names [210].

orms. Worms are self-replicating pieces of malware code. A
worm spreads over the network by exploiting vulnerabilities
in target hosts. When a worm successfully infects a host on
the network, the host will, in turn, try to infect other hosts.
Worms typically contain malicious payloads; for example, the
WannaCry [211] worm encrypts the hard drive after infection.

Spreading to other machines, in most cases quickly, is funda-
ental for a worm. In the IPv4 address space, it is feasible to

andomly generate another IP address, or increment the current
ddress, and use that as the next target. However, with IPv6 this
s no longer feasible because the address space is too large. This
s when the DNS comes into play. To circumvent this problem,
DNS worm generates plausible hostnames, similar to certain

ypes of DGAs, and queries those. A successful query delivers
he next target [212]. The DNS has therefore a supporting role
n the worm’s spread, and the system is used to communicate
he necessary information (next target) to the infected host. Such
ctivity may stand out due to stark difference in volume of DNS
ueries when compared to regular hosts.
The DNS usage patterns created while spreading form the basis

or the detection of DNS-based worms. For example, Kammas
t al. [213] theorized that spreading of worms via DNS queries
ill likely lead to NXDOMAIN replies, since the domain names
ueried for are generated and the chance is high that these
omains are not registered. NXDOMAIN analysis is therefore an
ffective method to detect both botnets and worms using the
NS in the communication role. It is worth noting that also
he lack of DNS traffic in combination with direct connections
o other IP addresses can be considered indicative of malicious
orm activity. Whyte et al. [214] observe that a connection to
host is typically preceded by a DNS request. They therefore
ropose to detect worm propagation by matching DNS traffic
ith outgoing traffic from a possibly compromised host. An IPv4
canning worm, which does not need to rely on the DNS for
preading, would then stand out for the lack of DNS activity.

.3. Attack exacerbation

Next to the ‘‘attack enabling’’ and ‘‘communication’’ roles, the
NS can play an ‘‘attack exacerbation’’ role. In this role the DNS
mproves the attack, typically increasing the damage of the attack.
e classify an attack as using the DNS in an attack-exacerbating

ole when the attack can be performed without the DNS, but prof-
ts in some manner from the presence of the DNS. For example,
he DNS provides a stealthier mode of operation, increases the
amage, or makes the attack appear (more) legitimate. In the
ollowing, we highlight how the DNS can exacerbate the attacks
reviously discussed in this section – DDoS, fraud, botnets, and
orms – and additionally consider the role of DNS in spam.

DoS. The DNS exacerbates DDoS attacks in two ways. First, be-
ng a connectionless protocol, the DNS is susceptible to spoofing,
hich makes a DDoS attack harder to trace. Secondly, the data in
he DNS may lead to large responses, which can be misused in
mplification attacks.

raud. The DNS makes a fraud attack more believable. Receiving
n email linking towards an IP address is suspicious. Receiving
n email linking towards a domain name is less suspicious, and
ay appear legitimate. In addition, the use of a domain name
dds flexibility for attackers, who can, for example, easily migrate
he malicious host to another IP address without invalidating the
raud campaign.
30
Botnets. Also in the case of botnets, the DNS exacerbates the
attack by allowing C&C operators more flexibility. In the past,
blocking access to the IP address of the C&C server was common.
With a domain name in the bot’s code this approach is ineffective,
since the blockage can be subverted by a change in DNS records.
Additionally, when generated domain names are used to resolve
the IP address of the C&C server, it is extremely difficult to block
access to the C&C server pre-emptively. A notable effort in this
direction is the DGArchive [206], a web service that offers forward
generation of malicious domains for several DGA families.

Fast-flux domains – domains where all the records exhibit
extremely short TTL values, often less than five minutes – are usu-
ally strongly related to botnet activity and fraud, and play a role in
hiding C&C servers. These domains can react quickly in the event
of blocking of the C&C IP address, as bots quickly learn the new
address due to short record lifetimes. Fast-flux domains are often
employed by cybercriminals performing fraud attacks to protect,
organize and sustain their scam service infrastructure [215]. Fast-
flux can therefore be seen as a way the DNS exacerbates botnet
and fraud attacks by supplying a highly dynamic platform of com-
munication. A fast-flux domain is distinguished by the low TTL
value of its records. However, this characteristic is shared with
Content Delivery Network (CDN) services which typically also
utilize low TTL values. The main difference between CDN- and
fast-flux domains is where the records point to. A CDN service
usually owns their own address space, and points their records
to this space. Fast-flux domains, on the other hand, often point to
hijacked hosts, meaning that the records do not point to the same
address space, or address space owned by the same company.
Clustering domains with low TTL values together and analyzing
the destination of the records may detect fast-flux domains [216].
Table 9 gives an overview of the main differences between a
‘‘standard’’ DNS domain, a CDN domain, and a fast-flux domain.
Yadav et al. [217] presented, based on the analysis of several
(active) datasets, a methodology which could be used to detect
domain fluxing activity within ones network. The alerts of the
system can be used by a network security analysis to perform
additional forensics to infer the exact algorithm used being used
to generate the domain names.

Worms. Worm activity profits from the DNS by offering an alter-
native to scanning the IPv6 address space. If a worm is equipped
with an accurate domain name generator, the speed at which the
worm is able to spread can be increased.

Spam. Methods to secure email often work via the DNS, for
example: the Sender Policy Framework (SPF) facilitates allowlist-
ing of mail servers via a TXT record; DomainKeys Identified
Mail (DKIM) allows the receiving party to validate the signa-
ture with a public key retrieved from a TXT record. Large email
providers treat email with correct SPF and DKIM setups differ-
ently than those without SPF and DKIM. Failing to pass these
checks raises suspicion. These defenses solve the email forging
problem. However, it does little for the spam problem, since
spammers use these defenses themselves [219,220]. Nowadays
spam comes from domains with correct SPF and DKIM setups,
which makes emails originating from these domains appear le-
gitimate, and increases the chance it will be delivered. Hence,
the DNS exacerbates spam by increasing the appearance of le-
gitimacy.

When relying on the DNS, spammers however also create
usage patterns useful for detection. Snowshoe spam domains, a
type of spam which spreads the sending of spam over hundreds
of hosts, is detectable via active DNS measurements. The prereq-
uisite of this is that these domains should use SPF, because that
forces them to register a domain and create a record for each
email-sending host. With snowshoe spam there are hundreds of
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Table 9
Fast-flux domain characteristics [218].

Standard DNS CDN Fast-Flux

A records 4 4 4
NS records 2 2 2
Network ranges 1 1 3
Unique ASNs 1 1 2
TTL >1800 <1800 ≤600
sending hosts, and each requires a record. Such configurations are
abnormal. Using active DNS measurements and a machine learn-
ing classifier, trained to recognize these kinds of domain config-
urations, snowshoe spam domains can be detected [12]. More
specifically, the method proposed in [12] detects such domains
2 to 104 days before traditional blocklists.

8.4. Open challenges

All of these attacks remain open challenges as they make use
f the DNS in ways that cannot be prevented without deteri-
rating normal operation of the DNS. We have discussed how
uch attacks can be detected, but detection does not solve the
hallenge of abuse. Most of these challenges stem from the clash
etween the legacy of the DNS and its modern usage. It is difficult
o predict the future, especially predicting malicious use.

poofing DNS requests. Since the DNS mainly runs over UDP (a
onnectionless protocol) attackers are able to spoof DNS requests
o send traffic to their victim. Running DNS over TCP solves
his ‘problem’. However, forcing each DNS resolution to set up
TCP connection results in higher latencies and more load on

he resolvers. Unintentionally, DoT and DoH solve this problem
f spoofing by using handshake-based transport protocols. DNS
ookies [221] are a lightweight protection against spoofing DNS
equests but to be effective, they need to be widely deployed.

ho is allowed to use the DNS? The DNS serves the queries of
veryone. This means, on the one hand, that you can make use
f the DNS with any equipment you have. But, on the other
and, this also means that malicious uses are not obstructed.
s we have discussed, attackers may use the DNS as a covert
ommunication channel as the DNS usually passes through net-
ork filters. Designing and implementing access controls into the
urrent DNS will be difficult and tiresome. We think the solution
o communicative abuse lies outside of the realm of the DNS.

ncrypted DNS. Encrypted DNS will become a problem for the
etection of abuse. In many of the attacks we have discussed
bove, passive DNS measurements were used to detect the abuse.
his is no longer an effective methodology once the DNS queries
re encrypted. Detection methodologies based on active DNS
easurements remain unaffected as queried data remains the
ame.

. Open challenges and non-DNS naming systems

In the preceding parts of this article (Table 1), we have dis-
ussed the challenges which the DNS faces and introduced solu-
ions. However, as we showed at the end of each section, open
hallenges remain and we list them again in Table 10. Before
oncluding this tutorial on DNS we make a short excursion into
on-DNS naming systems. We look at the open challenges and
iscuss how other naming systems deal with similar challenges.
he goal is to learn how we could address these challenges in the
NS. We discuss open challenges on the basis of two experimen-
al naming systems of non-IP-Based internets and the concept
f alternative naming systems based on blockchain technology.
n overview of past and present experimental internetworking

ystems is available in [222].

31
9.1. RAINS

RAINS is the naming system of the SCION internet archi-
tecture (‘‘Scalability, Control, and Isolation On Next-generation
networks’’) [223] and is conceptually similar to the DNS. RAINS
maps domain names to a tuple consisting of a so-called Isolation
Domain (ISD), an AS, and an optional network address within
the AS (IP or following a different addressing scheme). An ISD
is the key concept of SCION and consists of a group of AS-es
that have agreed on a set of common policies, such as the same
legal regime or a set of cryptographic keys. An ISD has two tasks:
(1) isolate faults and security incidents (e.g. routing hijacks and
compromises of certificate authorities) to the ISD where they take
place and (2) act as a root of trust, for instance to generate and
issue certificates for users connecting to AS-es in the ISD.

RAINS is similar to the DNS in that it uses the same DNS-style
domain names and is a hierarchical system that allows operators
to delegate authority over parts of the name space to others (see
Section 2.2.1). RAINS protocol messages consist of queries and
signed assertions. Naming authorities publish names and their
properties through zone files, which consist of so-called ‘‘asser-
tions’’ (e.g. the ISD, AS, and network address of a domain name).
Clients interact with query services (similar to validating recur-
sive resolvers in the DNS) to obtain validated assertions, while
name space authorities publish them through the same protocol
using authority services (similar to authoritative servers).

9.2. Named Data Networking (NDN) and NDN DNS (NDNS)

Named Data Networking (NDN) [224] is an internetworking
architecture that uses the paradigm of data-centric networking
rather than traditional host-based communications. This means
that NDN applications submit the name of a content item they
want to access to the network (e.g. /company/application/
user/content), requesting it to fetch it from any of the sites
where the content item resides. As a result, NDN applications do
not first need to look up the address of a remote host (e.g. using
the DNS or RAINS). NDN’s naming functions do therefore not
provide a name-to-address mapping (the concept of an address
does not even exist in NDN) and instead use names to forward
NDN packets and to obtain security-related information about
names [225].

To obtain a content item, an NDN consumer application sends
a so-called ‘‘interest packet’’ to an NDN router. NDN routers send
an interest packet to several upstream routers simultaneously,
enabling any producer that has the content to respond. NDN
content producers announce name prefixes, which NDN routers
distribute through the network, similar to how BGP distributes
network prefix advertisements. A producer satisfies an interest
packet if it has the requested content item, which the NDN
network returns to the consumer in a data packet.

Afanasyev et al. [226] introduced NDN DNS (NDNS) which
implements some aspects of the DNS into the NDN architecture.
NDN namespaces implementing NDNS are able to resolve NDN-
like queries via NDN. By running on top of NDN, NDNS takes
advantage of all built-in NDN features. Additionally, by signing all

records NDNS gains a hierarchical trust model similar to DNSSEC.
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Table 10
Open challenges in the DNS.

DNS Challenge Non-DNS naming system

RAINS NDN Blockchain based

Confidentiality
Resolver discovery ✗ N/A ✓/✗
Query confidentiality at resolvers ✗ N/A ✗

Encryption to Authoritatives ✓ ✗ ✓/✗

Integrity
Error prone deployment and maintenance ✓ ✓ ✗

Client-side validation ✓ ✓ ✓

Use of quantum-safe signing algorithms ✗ ✓/✗ ✗

Availability
DoS attacks against the system ✓ ✗ ✓

Centralization of resolvers ✓ ✓ ✓

Realistic monitoring vantage points ✗ ✗ ✗

Abuse
Query spoofing ✓ ✓ ✓/✗
Access controls ✗ ✗ ✗

Observable behavior ✗ ✓ ✓/✗
9.3. Blockchain-based naming

Besides implementing new naming spaces in alternative Inter-
et infrastructures, several efforts are made to develop a naming
ystem for today’s Internet based on append-only hash chains,
alled blockchains. Instead of a hierarchical naming system like
he DNS, blockchain based naming systems are distributed be-
ween the peers of the name space, where every peer keeps
very record of the name space locally. Peers can add new names,
nd only the owner of a name can release it again. Well-known
mplementations are Namecoin [227], Emercoin [228], or Block-
tack [229], but none of these are deployed at a scale remotely
omparable to DNS.
In theory, clients retrieving information from a blockchain-

ased naming systems can keep a copy of the complete name
pace locally. This implies that queries are by their nature con-
idential. In reality, however, clients rely on a system accessing
nformation on blockchain, comparable to resolvers in DNS [230].
he connection between the client and this system needs to be
rotected separately. Names in the blockchain are not confiden-
ial by design. Integrity, on the other side, is guaranteed and
eers can verify if the information attached to a name is correct.
dditional measures are required only if an intermediary system
s used to retrieve information.

.4. Open challenges

Table 10 gives an overview of the open challenges we have
iscussed in this paper and, if applicable, notes if RAINS, NDN,
r blockchain-based naming systems solve the challenge (✓) or

not (✗). The aim of this section is to learn from other technolo-
gies rather than advocate that we should migrate to these other
systems.

Confidentiality. None of the described technologies address the
challenge of resolver discovery. Only blockchain naming systems
can function without resolvers and thus circumvent the challenge
altogether. In practice, also these systems rely on resolvers for
performance and scalability reasons.

One way to address the challenge of query-confidentiality at
resolvers in DNS could be borrowed from NDN. Here, a client
broadcasts that it wants a certain piece of data, but producers
who have this data only see the next hop. Therefore, ‘resolvers’ –
in the broadest sense of the word – can see the query contents
but do not observe where the request for data is coming from.
Applying the same principle to DNS, we could employ a cascade of
forwarding resolvers. Then, a client sends the query to a random
resolver, which forwards the query to another random resolver,

and so on and so forth. Each resolver would only see parts of the
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client’s queries. A simplified version of this approach is currently
under standardization in the IETF [107].

Instead of applying multiple resolvers, clients could employ
their own resolver locally, similar to blockchain naming systems.
Here, however, the client could not benefit from shared caches
which could significantly reduce performance. Also, authoritative
name servers of popular zones would still see large parts of the
client’s queries.

The connection between resolvers and authoritative name
servers is addressed by RAINS by design. Here, both the path
from client to resolver, as well as the path between resolver and
authoritative name servers is encrypted since SCION uses TLS. It
is unclear if this solutions scales when busy authoritative name
servers receive queries from millions of client and thus also need
to manage millions of TLS sessions simultaneously.

Blockchain naming systems avoid this issue, since in principle
the complete names space is stored directly at the client. In DNS,
this is not possible since the name space of the DNS is not public
— resolvers thus can never have the complete picture.

Integrity. First, the integrity assurances offered by DNSSEC are
optional and must be deployed by DNS operators. Deployment
rates of DNSSEC are rather low due to the complexity of DNSSEC.
RAINS and NDN implement message integrity by design. This
reduces complexity and does not require additional efforts by
operators. By enabling DNSSEC signing and validation in DNS soft-
ware by default and by automating as many processes as possible
(e.g. signing and key rollovers), the complexity of DNSSEC can
be reduced. This is as close as possible as we can come to fully
embedding message integrity in DNS.

Also, clients rarely validate DNSSEC signatures themselves but
trust resolvers to do this on their behalf. RAINS and NDN clients,
again, have embedded client-side validation in the protocol de-
sign, providing end-to-end protection. Something similar could
be achieved if encrpyted DNS becomes implemented in end user
applications. At the moment, neither Chrome nor Firefox have
plans to do so.

Last, as pointed out, quantum-computers have the potential to
break all signing algorithms. This is also true for RAINS, NDN(S)
and blockchain-based naming systems. RAINS, however, relies on
TLS and the first large scale pilots have shown that quantum-
safe algorithms can probably be applied in TLS without too much
additional effort [231]. Fully moving DNS to DoH or DoT would
not address this challenge since both do not provide the same
protection as DNSSEC.

Availability. We have seen DoS and DDoS attacks against the DNS
disrupting large parts of the Internet. SCION is designed with
built-in DDoS defenses, like source authentication and by-design
multipath communication [223]. Therefore, the naming service
RAINS is resilient to such attacks as well.
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The blockchain-based naming systems combine decentraliza-
ion with DoS protection. By distributing the entire (naming)
lockchain to each node there is no single point of failure. Sim-
larly, with RFC 8806 [232], the zone file of the DNS root zone
an also be distributed across each resolver, reducing the impact
f the root servers become unavailable. Allman even goes further
nd discusses eliminating the root servers altogether [233].
We also raised concerns about the centralization of the DNS to

handful of large providers. None of the other naming systems
hare this challenge. E.g., we think that in an architecture like
CION there will be at least a few resolvers per ISD, as each name
esolution is specific to its ISD context. In NDN data is named
irectly. Because of this we expect that if name-space owners
ould like to deploy NDNs, the resolver would become part of
heir own infrastructure, rather than a centralized service offered
y a large company. Also, blockchain-based naming systems often
oast that there is no central entity capable of taking down
omains, because of the decentralization goal. In [234], Schomp
t al. argue for leaving recursive resolving to the clients. This
ould make recursive resolving fully decentralized, leaving only
he possibility of centralized authoritative name servers. To our
nowledge, this proposal has not gained much traction yet.
As outlined in Section 7 monitoring the DNS for outages or

adly-performing instances from the perspective of clients is dif-
icult. Unfortunately, RAINS, NDN(S), and blockchain-based nam-
ng systems all suffer the same challenge.

buse. Query spoofing in the DNS may be misused to perform
DoS attacks. Spoofing is possible since the DNS uses a connec-
ionless protocol.

RAINS, in the experimental setup, runs over a TLS connection.
ence, spoofing of RAINS queries is not possible. Also here, DoH
nd DoT can address this issue in DNS, by relying on spoofing-
esistant TCP connections.

In Section 8 we talked about the challenge of access control.
f abusive use of the DNS is detected there is no way of denying
ccess to this user within the system. The alternatives discussed
ere face the same challenge. Access controls have been imple-
ented in the NDN system, so theoretically NDNS can make use
f this to control access. However, the method is manageable
nly for small sets of users. Essentially, it follows an allowlisting
pproach — no one has access unless you are listed. For a public
aming system such a method is not scalable. We are still of the
pinion that a naming system should not be policing who has
ccess and who does not.
Last, encryption hinders the visibility of DNS abuse that oper-

tors have. NDN does not face the same challenge, since lookups
re not encrypted. This, however, is not desirable in most DNS
eployments. Early work shows [235,236] that DoH and DoT do
ot provide perfect protection against eavesdropping, which par-
ially restores the possibility for operators to legitimately observe
NS traffic. On the other hand, this also means that the challenge
f confidentiality is still not addressed fully.

0. Summary

In this paper we have provided the first comprehensive tuto-
ial on the DNS. We covered the basic functioning of the DNS,
ts deployment, and how the DNS can be measured to support
NS-based research. We then look at confidentiality, integrity,
vailability and abuse in the DNS, highlighting the real world
hallenges existing in modern deployments. For each of these, we
dentified a number of open challenges, pointing the reader to
reas that still require additional research. Finally, we discussed
ow non-DNS naming systems address these open challenges and

hether their approaches can be applied to the DNS as well.

33
Writing this paper has made use realize that, despite already
eing more than thirty years old, the DNS is still evolving rapidly.
or example, important technical developments, in particular the
ntroduction of DNS-over-HTTPS, are subject to heated debate in
he community. For this reason we believe that the information
rovided in this paper can be of help to students and practitioners
like that want to deepen their understanding of the DNS or
ndertake research in this field.
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